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Dear Municipal Official: 
Without records, a local government simply could not operate. Every 
record--a form, letter, contract, or cash journal--exists as part of an 
administrative operation of your office. These records are vital to the 
day-to-day work in any office. 
Municipal documents must be stored properly for future utilization 
and be located easily when needed. This is what records management is 
all about, but it involves much more than basic filing. What records 
should be kept and for how long? Who makes the decision? These are some 
of the questions that must be answered in establishing a records manage­
ment system. 
This manual was designed for practical application in municipal 
offices. All the information and sample materials it contains will not 
be needed in every office. But we believe it easily can be adapted to 
solve most of the problems that will arise as a city attempts to set up· 
a records management system or improve an existing one. 
Special recognition is due the person who compiled this manual, 
Amy Snyder McCabe, a master's in public administration candidate at the 
University of Tennessee-Knoxville. She did much of the research as part 
of an internship with MTAS, and we are most appreciative of her efforts. ' 
If you have questions as you review this manual, please contact an 
MTAS consultant for additional information • 
CLO:aal 
• Overman 
Executive Director 
MTAS • • •  A UNIT OF UT'S INSTITUTE FOR PUBLIC SERVICE • • •  
IS OPERATED IN COOPERATION WITH THE TENNESSEE MUNICIPAL LEAGUE 
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RECORDS MANAGEMENT: AN INTRODUCTION 
Major trends in modern government , including the broadening s cope of 
services it  provides , have forced administrators to  recognize the need for a 
s ound records management program. 
The federal government responded by creating the National Archives and 
Records Service in 1 937,  which centers its activities around. records control.  
With increased frequency, a new t erm, "records manager ," was being used. 
Progress at the s tate level , however, did not match that made at the 
federal level. While many larger cities took the initiative to develop their 
own programs , a great majority of the political subdivisions in the United 
States today -- counties , towns , cities , special distri ct s ,  etc.  -- remain 
without a clearly defined records management program. 
Wh.lle it  is recognized that specific needs for records management programs 
are unique to each city or town in  Tennessee , this manual outlines major 
elements of good records management that are applicable to municipalities . 
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LEGAL REC ORD KE.EPING AND RETENtlON 
An accumulation of masses of records in the operating area of the office . 
not only reduces efficiency , but also decreases the integrity of the filing 
system. Therefore, a comprehensive program for t)1e transfer .· and/or· disposal 
of noncurrent records must be established. 
The creation of a clearly defined retention schedule will enable the 
records manager to regularly purge the office area of . non,-vital records . 
Be low are a few guidelines ·that should be adhered to when creating a retention 
schedule: 
1. Identify and p·reserve the permanent and vital records; 
2. Schedule all records for orderly and regular removal from active files 
td inactive storage ; 
3. Arrange for the efficie·nt and economical s torage of i nactive records ; 
4 .  Dispose of obsolete and useless records in accordance with statutory 
authority . 
One of the most important aspects of any records management program i s  the 
designation of a records manager or s upervisor who has the authority to make 
decisions regarding records retention. Although s tate and federal retention 
rules and regulations must be followed, an organization chart as well as a 
current list of agency procedures will aid the administrator in decision­
mak1.ng. 
The first step in establishing a records scheduling and disposition 
program is to i nventory all records -- what records are present, where they 
are lo.cated , how many copies, etc. The i nventory should i nclude every type of 
record
· 
- · - files, forms , correspondence, computer print-outs , etc. -- created 
in all departments of the office. Records i nventory worksheets , s uch as the 
examples found on the following pages , ass i s t  in the gathering of data. 
After the physical i nventory i s  taken , the records should be reviewed for 
immediate and future usefulness , as well as archival value. Only records 
which will be referred to frequently, for the following purposes, should he 
retained i n  the operating office: 
l .  Administrative Value 
These are records necessary for the performance of current or 
future work; they establish policy or document operations . 
2 
2. Fiscal Value 
These pertain to the rec;eipt , transfer , payment , adj ustment , or 
encumbrance of · funds . Fiscal policy records usually have long 
term value that varies according to law. The value of fiscal 
transaction records decreases rapidly af ter audit .  
3 .  Legal Value 
These contain evidence of a legally enforceable right or of an 
obligation of a municipality or its citizens. 
4. Research Value 
These contain documentation of a municipal government's organizat ion , 
policies , procedures , and operations. This is the most difficult 
appraisal criterion, requiring a careful analysis of the records as 
they relate to the communi ty 's  history . 
The actual sett ing of the retention schedule involves communication among 
those persons who use the records as well as the head of the agency and the 
records manager. A Records Disposition Authorization (RDA) should be 
init iated to document each record as i t  is  processed. A sample of an RDA and 
a guide for determining retention periods f ollows; schedules were developed by 
Tennessee ' s  Records Management Di vision and approved by the Public Records 
Commission to provide assistance to state agencies. A permanent list of all 
.records should be kept , noting the date and site of disposition .  Terminology 
should be clear and concise, so that the schedules are understood readily by 
the entire staff. 
Once implementat ion of the schedule begins, it is essent ial that a 
current , up-to-date copy always be available and that the process is 
continual; the system will be useless if it is initiated, then abandoned. 
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County, Oty, Tuwn, etc. 
Reamis Inventory Worksheet 
; ;,pubn•n
l · I �VWon : me ond jjif< 0/ O/iktt lmmedlot<iy fflpDNlbio fo< serl" · 
:· ::• ifties UUt . �Bon of n><0idS serl.;, (rontent, pwpote, bY whom mai<d, IOiM number., et<.) 
•• 
OYea 
. Attangement �belie by Numeric by _ Other 
11. u there are Other coplet of .re«>rda, lndu _miaofilin, iden em 
t2. LtilBOll8hij) to. _oihCi recol'dS eerlee (Indexed; aummart7.ed, llSted, etc.) 
tlhitory or state 
18. SUggetited rettnUon feriod With }Ultukitlon 
19. AdditlOl\IJ comrnents 
20. Inventory tll1iJl bY ii\d dlte 
on, etc. 
16. 
I 21_ •. LVijWiCI s:; w aatt 
22. Appraiili 0 conntmi suggested retenilOn periOd or D su&ihuta iODOWlni 
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Number 
i. serie1 number 
8. Ann accum\i18tion 
cubic feet 
0 Never after 
cubic feet 
VI 
. 
RBCORDS INVBNTORY WORKSHEET 
I. Agency - -
Department of Finance and A�nistration 
3. Section •· 
Administrative , 
5. __ al ..... 
Attendance and Leave Record (1st & 2d Pay Period Copies). 
7. � clRecorda . 
2. ..-... 
Infonnaticm S. vita Division 
.. �"'"-* . 
326 Andrew Jackaon State Office Building 
- .._.tutory 
See Dept of Personnel Manual; July 76 
Files .consist of Attendance and Leave Records (1st and 2d Pay Period Copies). Separate files are maintained for each pay 
period after copies are returned from Payroll Section, Division of Account& PNF 213 (fourpart .fonn) Sample attached. 
8. Besinnlng Date 9. Ending Date 
March 1975 Continuing 
10. Volume (cubic feet) 11. Sia af Records 
Approlrimately 5 cubic feet per year. 81/1 ll 11 
12. Ana...-• of Recorda . 
0 Alphabeticol By: 
0 Other 
m Namet\calBy: Position Number 
13. Are there other copies of this reconl elsewhere? If yes. give location 
� Y• Original filed in this office 
0 No Agency Copy: Retained by timekeeper and. either given to employee or filed in an Informational. Peraonnel Folder« 
14. Relaliooohip lo Other Reaird s.r;.., 
None 
15. Sag- Retention Period 
Destroy after three months. 
16. J,...ntoriod by: 17. Date 
Jane.Doe March 12. 1977 
ST-2 
. "' ...... -
' 
RIOORDI DllPOllTION A111'HOIUIATION I -MUt ..... O..•"•loft 
. , .. _.: ' I -.. Hlil 
'· ..... . ··--·--· ..... ..... °" .,.., 
Eat. 3801 •o•· a• 177 
, •. . -.. -111D11 nt11 ......,....,, ·-- ' ..... Mo. Dar .,.., 
111• 177 
, •. ·-- .. -:: _ .....,;_ ..... 
REPURCHASE AOREEME!n'S ...  1' .�:u 
I'· ll!U&m -.m11-.,. ._,. __ , ........ -
Record• Comilt or: Ollke copy of depoolt o1lp "�.1..�.At!� ti• 
Ollke doocrlpdon of oecuritleo purclwod .. "°""� 
All conapondtnCll 01 computs documtntl from the bank npurclwe WU 
made. ll'iled alpbabeticall)' by benk. 
SEE SAMPLE DOCUMENI'S A1TACllBD 
l'I . .-.. ---·-in•-l'l<IO• .. -·--mamta,_: . 
To provide cub now management and inveetment management of all a�te fund1 not needed for immediate disbunement. 
' 
. ..,, ___ ,_......_: 
966 Capitol HUI Buildlnl 
111. \.IOl\talow 
&-drawer File Cabinets 
·�· ...--..--bnb!rt._(lnchtdeaddrMI): 
It. YOIWlll (CUbk llftl 
6 cubic feet 
per year 
1• -A-�RYR:l1i 
v..,. tu•• 
Divlalon of Acoountl, Department of Finance and Adminiltratlon, Abo Banb. 
·- - :JDCCON'J1NUINO AUI'HOIUTY: n.carda will eo11dnul IO llOCWl!iulate. 
"""""""' C ONB 1DO l>l8P08AL of pNtllt ncorda; DO fm1bn ICCWD\lladoa antklpawd. 
·- -- : 
DESTROY A1TER 8 YEARS AND AUDIT 
' 
Mal•taht � 6tcal )'OU. Twmlnilto 111 .. at tho end of_ llocal ,..,, bold In cumot ll1eo until complotlao ol audl� Ilion 
traMf• to Stata Reoordl Centor for.lb• bal01101 ollho-llon porlnd and destroy. · 
41..I-: . � 
. 
FOR PIJBLIC RECORDS OOMMI ION USE 
I DI
• 
AJipvNd 
- _, 
RDANwnber "": , ... ,v ... 
, .... .. lm'll) � ) 
...... (&&pa.) -l�tl:IN) 
. 
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GUIDE FOR DETERMINING RETENTION PERIODS 
RECORD TITLE 
---- - + - • -- ---- .. - - -- --- - ----·--- · - - - ----·- - - - - -· - - -- -- - - - --·----- - ·-----
FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION 
Accounts Receivable 
Accounts Payable 
Administration 
Off i ce Administrative Fi les 
Budget and Program Administrative Files 
Forms Management Administrative Files 
Finance/Accounting Administrative Files 
(Includes letters , memorandums , and 
other documents relating to the 
general administration of f inance and 
administrat ion. Documents and specific  
correspondence should be  f iled with and 
disposed of according to the retention 
period of the functional f ile)  
Allotments 
Annual Reports 
Audft Reports 
Off ice Performing Audit 
Office Audited 
Budgets 
Office· of Record 
Preparing Of fices 
Certificates of Deposi t  
Checks , Warrants 
Correspondence (Identify functionally or 
subj ectively , for example: "Information 
Adminis t rative F i les , Accounting Adminis­
trative Fi les , Food S t amps Correspondence 
Files , e tc . "  "General , Miscellaneous , and 
Routine" will not be used for identification 
of correspondence 
. Insurance Policies 
Invoices , Bi lls 
Investment Journals 
Journals 
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RETENTION PERIOD 
3-6 years after audit 
3-6 years after audit 
l year 
2 years 
2 years 
2-5 years 
3-6 years after audit 
Permanent 
3-6 years af ter 
issuance 
3 years 
6 years after 
execution 
3 years 
6 years and audit 
6 years and audit 
3 years after 
expiration 
3-6 years 
Permanent 
3-6 years and audit 
GUIDE FOR DETERMINING .RETENTI.ON PERIODS 
RECORD TITLE 
-------- --·-·- - -- -·- - -- -- ----. - - ------·-------------
�'lNANCE & ADMINISTRATION ( c ontinued ) 
Leases 
Ledgers 
L i censes 
Ml.nu tes of Boards and Commit tees 
Office of Record 
Other Copies 
Mortgages 
PERSONNEL AND PAYROLL 
Accident Reports 
Personnel Folders 
(inclu<\es all  papers on individual personne l )  
Department of Personnel 
Other Of f ices 
Reti rement Records 
Payroll and Supporting Documents 
PURCHASING 
> • Purchase Order, Requis it ions a nd related papers 
Of fice of Record 
Other Of fices 
Contracts 
TRANSPORTATION AND TRAFFIC 
Bills of Lading 
Claims 
Freight B i lls 
Travel Authorization 
Office of Record 
Preparing Of fi ce 
Working Papers ( Identify functionally) 
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6 years after 
termination 
3-6 years 
6 years after 
expiration 
Permanent 
Destroy when no longer 
needed f or reference 
Permanent 
Permanent 
5 0-75 years after 
termination or 
Permanent 
3-6 years after 
termination of 
employment 
Permanent or 50-75 
years after termina­
tion of employment 
6-10 years 
3-6 years after f inal 
payment 
1-3 years and audit 
6-10 years 
6 years 
6-10 years after 
settlement 
3-6 years 
3-6 years and audit 
1 year 
l year 
I 
' � 
; 
1 
·l 
•, 
, 
I 
I '! 
:� j ] 1. ­, 
,, • I 
J 
" 
j 
.J 
- -
, 
- ·- - - - - - - -
- -
, 
- - - -
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Legal Provisions 
Records managers in Tennessee are guided by the Fe��r:�L _R_e_g_i_s_t:_e_r_, a 
pubt'ication offered by the National Archives and· Records Services. The 
Regist:_e_r_ ls a summary of federal records retention requirements and is useful 
for municipalities receiving federal aid. Such aid, whether in the form of a 
grant or loan, often has stipulations regarding records retention, usually a 
seven-year retention period after the completion of the grant. If questions 
arise, reference should be made to the Register or directly to the federal 
agency in questi.on. 
State laws in Tennessee regarding records management focus upon the 
creation of a Public Records Commission and individual county public records 
comml.ssions; municipalities should bear in mind that the Statute of Limitations 
in Tennessee is six years and may be used as a general guide to retention of 
records. 
Tennessee's Public Records Commission was created in 1957, by the 80th 
General Assembly, to initiate, through the Records Management Division of the 
Department of General Services, any action necessary to accomplish more 
efficient records management control in state agencies (by Tennessee Code 
Annotated definition, municipalities are perceived as agencies). The 
Commissioner of General Services is the administrative officer of the 
Commission and acts on its behalf to direct agencies in records retention. 
Formerly under the jurisdiction of the Division of Finance and 
Admi.nistration, the Records Management Division was transferred to the 
Department of General Services in 1981. Acting as the primary records manage­
ment agency for state government, the .Records Management !Ji vision cooperates 
with other agencies in the creation of records, forms, disposition procedures, 
etc., which will eventually be subject to retention and/or disposition 
scheduling. 
AccQrding to state law, each agency (municipality) must designate a 
recordG officer, at the administrative level, to carry out the procedures 
described in T.C.A. If, at the end of a series' retention schedule, a 
municipal records officer feels that the records may have historical value, 
the records need to come before the Commission, which, in turn, may transfer 
the records to the State Librarian and Archivist for 90-day review. 
In T.C.A. 10-7-401, the law has allowed for the creation of a county 
public records commission, which is authorized to rev.iew public records for 
retention or disposal. The County Co mmission usually includes as its memhern: 
a county commissioner, a county judge, the register of deeds, an historian, a 
genealogist, and the county law director. T .c .A. 10-·7-405, 407 provides that 
the county recor.ds commission cannot destroy any municipal records without the 
consent of the municipality. The statute further stipulates that municipali­
ties must pay the cost of storage and reproduction of all retained materials. 
10 
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The Tennessee Code has been amended nearly every year, yet an exact 
understanding of records management and how it rel.ates to municipal govern­
ment , counties , and the s tate remains unclear. The T . C.A, sections pertaining 
to records management have been cited in Appendix A .  
In addition, the Comptroller's Of fice has set forth guidelines for 
Tennessee ;.unicipali t ies ( s ee Appendix B); these procedures call for the 
creation of a records committee , which has the responsibility for inventory 
arid appraisal of records . Suggested retention schedules are included in the 
Comptroller's manual , which should be noted by city recorders and f inance 
o.fficers .  Although needs will vary from city t o  city , these generic guide­
lines will be useful in the administration of city records . 
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M ODEL ll-ECORDS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
'fhe recommendations oontaLned in this mpdel are based on an actual study 
done for the c:hy manager pf a medium- sized Tennessee municipality •. They will 
not flt exactly the . needs of every . other . city' b.ut the principles can be 
adapted easily to individual requirements. 
The average small. ci·ty executive , for whom. this repo·rv is written, ls 
unlikely to have a centralized filing �ystem and a staff to· niaiiltaln it. 
Department heads probably keep files of correspondence , reports , and reference 
materials pertinent to their functions. Therefore , the mayor and/or adminis­
trator needs only materials most useful in that j ob ,  plus reports from depart­
ment heads and copi.es of their major correspondence . Also helpful would be a 
"reading file" -- a file , by date , of all outgoing correspondence , placed in a 
single clamp-down folde.r for quick reference. 
The proposed filing system is first divided into major functional or 
departmental groups , next by minor functions or activities , and, finally , by 
indtvidual subjects. The first two breakdowns are identified by guide cards, 
and the third by alphabetically-arranged file folders containing the actual 
correspondence , reports , or reference materials . 
This model is limited to the file folders in the city manager's office. 
No attempt was made to incorporate titles of files maintained in the various 
departments. However,  the proposed filing system is flexible and can readily 
be eKpanded, as the executive's needs require. 
Explanation of Propos ed F iling_§x_s ti:.� 
The system outlined in thl.s model is essentially a change from an alphabe­
tical arrangement of file titles to one based on functions or agencies. The ' 
straight alphabetical system has several major drawbacks: (1) it is hard to 
kedp titles consistent when filing material for the same subj ect at different 
times -- for example , y ou mµy have files labeled "By-Pass (Maj or)" and "Major 
By-Pass , "  which are half an alphabet apart; and ( 2 )  files related to the s ame 
general funct.lon might not be grouped together, as "Landfill" and "Solid 
Waste , "  or "City Court" and "Special City Judge." The functional classifica­
tion generally would overco�� these difficulties . 
Pr epar in g  F i l e  Materials 
The proposed 
flash cards , and 
system calis for major and minor guide cards , file folders , 
cross-refer'ence cards. ' 
! 
I 
Guide 
addition, 
drawers . 
as an aid 
Cards are basic to filing and then f inding records in the f ile. In 
they support folders s o  that they will remain upright in the 
In the filing system they show divisions and subdivisions and serve 
in f inding f requently use records: 
Major Functional Title 
Minor Functional Title 
Flash Card 
First Position Tab 
Second Posi tion Tab 
Fifth Position Tab 
The guide cards appear in the f i le in t he f ollowing manner: 1-------------1 
Second - Fi-i�-t---�osition 1---­
Position ,__ ______ _ 
The number of first and second position guide cards can be determined by 
counting the maj or and minor functional headings listed i n  the f iling system 
outline after i t  has been adapted t o  local needs . 
File Folders made o f  heavy kraft paper are recommended .  They should have 
a reinfori:ec;l top edge to give added s t rength at points of greatest wear and 
shoul_d . . be triple s cored ( lightly creased) parallel t o  the fold t o  permit 
expanslon of t he folder to approximately one-half inch in thickness (plastic 
folders 'also are a·vailable , but are more expensive ) .  
The folder t ab ( t he projection a t  the t op used for labeling ) s hould be 
about twice the width of. a guide card tab and i n  a position immediately t o  the 
right of the second position guide card tab (usually described as a two-fifths 
cut tab ,in the third and f ourth positions ) .  The diagram below shows how the 
folder tabs appear in the f iling drawers , unobstructed by the guide card tabs : 
' 
Flash 
Cards J_. Folder I 
C
G u
ar
i
d
d.J
_ 
;�::• �
- --
F
-
o�d
_
e
_
r 
_ _ :1._1-:_-_-__ -_-_�--� ' ' 
_
--------·-- .. �·�--(1 
�-
The Flash Card i s  a fifth posit ion' guide card designating a record which 
-has' freque.nt u;;;-- It serves as a f lag directing at tention to the record so i t  
can be found more quickly . Its tab would carry the name of the f older or 
13 
minor f1111C'Llo_n·ttl tltlo. I.ts use s.hould he restricted tq records-. that .a_re 
tmpor-tanl_· nnd ma.y hnve to be located wLth a m1ni.mu1n of -de lay. 'l'he' more t t<l�h 
tRhH yolt use, - the lees effecttvo each becomeR. 
Cross-Ref er enc e Cards. Half-folders are used for cross reference purposes. 
If these are not available from y our s tationary store , . cut regular file 
folders along the fold and.use the half with the raised tab._ This card mere ly 
serves to indicate records filed e lsewhere in the active files or in a speci­
fic s ection of "inactive" or "dead" files. Example of a cross-reference card: 
--- ---- - ·- -- _____ ______ J 
See: J. Public Works 
50. 1'nergy Conservation - l'nel 
Al locations 
Cross-reference cards are inserted in the files at the appropriate 
locations, just as a folder would be,. The more fatniliar persQnnel are with 
the Elling system, the fewer cross-reference cards will be ne_eded. 
Out .Ca.rd. This is another finding aid, with .a ·tab in the fifth (far 
right) position. Place it in ·t,he file when a folder is l oaned to or borroweµ 
by another person or department:• Similar to a. cross-reference card in s ize , 
it has " .Out" printed on the tab, .room to write the name of the missing file, 
and space below for borrowers to write in their name , department , date tak.en , 
and date returned. lt looks s omething l ike this: 
OUT �- --1 ----- ------- ------- ------- - - - - - - --- -- -- ----------- -
----
-
-
l'i le Name: 
Ins tall in g  the Sys tem 
It would be difficult to describe in words how to implement the filing 
system recommended in this model .  Instead, the actual material (slightly 
edited) furnished to a city making the change is reproduced in four eJ<hibi.ts. 
Another city mQ.y. not need or want a l l  the suggested file headings , l;n,1t the 
ll.stlngs will give executives an idea of how the conversions wer e made. They 
also may suggest some headings that might otherwise be overlooked. 
14 
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EXHlBI'l' ! 
These pages l is t  suggested major functipnal titles for the first position 
guide cards, and the minor function or activity titles· for the se cond position 
guide cards . The second position guide cards generally a re f iled alphabeti� 
cally by subject t itle. Each card takes up space equivalent to a fifth-cut 
file folder. 
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EXHIBIT I: FIRST AND SECOND POSITION GUIDE CARDS 
A, GENE RAL GOVERNMENT 
fj. 
c. 
IJ. 
F, 
· . IO . -Ac:tl,v.1,.ty Reports 
20, Annexation 
Jo;· City · Commission 
40. •Con;-espondence 
SO, Elections and Refe,renda 
60. Incorporat ion & City His tory 70, Ordinances , Resolutions , Proclamations 80. Organization 
90. Public Information (or Public Relations ) IOO . General Government - Miscel laneous 
t 0 .  Audi. ts & Financial Reports 20. Bond Is sues 
30. Budget ,  Operat ing 
40. Grants & Loans 
so. Insurance 
60. Purchas ing 
70. Revenues 
80. Fi nances - Miscellaneous 
LICENSES ,  FRANCH ISES , COQl!S 
IO . Alcoholic Beverages 
20. Codes Administration 
30. Li censes & Franchises - Other 
PllRSO NN�:L 
10. Bonds , Surety 
20. Employee Re lat ions 
30. Retirement 
40. Safety 
SO . Salaries ; Job Class ification 60. Personnel - Miscellaneous 
PLANNING : INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT IO . Budget ,  Capital 
20. Industrial Development 
30. Planning Commiss ion 
40. Planning Data & Studies SO . Subdivisions 
60. Zoning 
COURTS & LEGAL 
10. Agreements 
20. City Court 
30, Contracts 
40. Deeds 
50, Li ttgations 
60. Courts & Legal - Miscellaneous 
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G. HllALTH & EDUCATION 
LO. l>ducat 1.on 
20. Health 
30. Health & Education - Miscellaneous 
H .  PARKS & RECREATION 
10.  Parks & Recreation Board 
20. Parks 
30. Recreation 
110. Projects 
I, PUBLIC SAFETY 
10. Civil Defense 
20. Fire 
30. Police 
40. Projects 
J. PUBLIC WORKS 
10.  Airports & Aviation 
20. Animal Control ' 
30. Architects ; Consulting Engineers 
40. Buildings & Miscellaneous Equipment 
SO, Energy Conservation 
60. Floods , ,  Storm Drainage 
70, Housing & Urban Development 
80. Sewers , Sanitary 
90. ·Solid Waste 
100. St reet Lights 
1 10, Streets & Bridges 
1 20. Water & Sewer Studies (Water Quality) 
1 30. Public Works - Miscellaneous 
140, Projects 
K, UTILITIES 
10.  Utility Dis t ricts 
20, Other Public Ut ilities 
39. Projects 
L. BUSINESS & ORGANIZATIONS 
10,  Businesses & Organizations 
20. Charities 
· 30. Commun! ty Organizations 
40, Magazines & Newsletters 
50. Professional & Governmental Organizations 
M, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS: REGIONAL AGENCIES 
· . .  · . .  ;\';: .. ',·, 
10,  ( Name) Development District (COG) 
20. · ( Name) County 
30. Oth;r Loc;:l()�vernments & Regional Agencies 
1 7  
N .  STATE & FEDERAL GOVERNMENTS 
10. Federal Government 
20. State of Tennessee 
30. Unl.versity of Tennessee 
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EXHIBIT I I  
. This i s  the heart of the model. While Exhibit I shows the system i n  ske­
leton form, Exhibit II f i lls out the skeleton by adding proposed f i le folder 
titles . It demons trates how an exis ting system i s  adapted to the one recom­
mended for this system. 
In preparing for the action represented by Exhibit I I ,  it i s  necessary t o  
be aware o f  all folder titles in your existing f iles . If there are many 
folders , as was the case of this example , a writ ten or typed list should be 
prepared of all folder t itles . If a title does not clearly indicate the con­
tents of the folder, a better one should be selected. 
Next the titles should be assigned to the major and minor functional 
headings given in Exhlbit I . Mark the letter and number symbols next to each 
· folder t itle on the list  or actually cut apart the t it le list  and manually 
sort the titles . When these s teps have been completed, you are ready for 
Exhibit 11. 
The middle column of Exhibit I I  lists f ile folder titles suggested for the 
new system. Old t itles may be retained or new ones selected. A title pre­
ceded by a number sign (II) means i t  i s . a new title,  covering the subJect 
matter of s everal exi s ting f olders or rephrasing a s ingle file's title.  File 
folders for titles preceded by an asterisk ( 8 )  should be placed in either 
0lnactive or Dead" f iles . The " Inactive" f iles might be put i n  the lower f ile 
drawers , where they can be referred to occasionally .  "Dead" f iles should be 
placed in labe,led boxes and moved t o  a suitable s torage area. Titles without 
an asterisk or number s ign are exi s ting t itles that should be absorbed into 
the new system. 
"Projects" are considered to be capital improvements , construction of new 
facilities , and major engineering j obs . Their folder t it les should i denti fy 
them. 
Th'e column "use f lash tab" refers t o  the occasional f ifth position guide 
ca.rds• which s ignal the location of f requently used f iles or f iles that might 
be needed in an emergency . Experience i n  using the system will determine what 
other f lash tabs may be needed. 
For ease in refiling, i t  is suggested that a separate color code be used f or 
each maj or functional division ( s uch as "Finance" or "Public Works" )  and that 
t .he respective f irst posi tion guide card, all second position guide cards and 
'au file folders in that same major functional division use the same color. 
Gummed or adhesive f ile labels are readily available in office supply s tores . 
For the 14 functions i n  Exhibit I a combination of solicl-color labels and 
white labels with colored bars would have t o  be use.  
. Although the color would assure identifying the major function f or the 
refiling of folders , additional identification i s  needed to be sure that a 
folder i s  returned to the proper second position guide card group. The author 
· suggests that the code number for each guide card group be wri tten on the f ile 
1 9  
folder below the file label. Thus, below the l abel entitled "Oath of Office" 
would be written D-60, meaning that the first position guide card ''Personnel'' 
and the second position guide card ''Personnel - Miscellaneous." Each guide 
card (or its label) should also bear its code number (such as "D" for 
''Personnel'' and ''D-60'' for ''Personnel - Miscellaneous''). All cross-reference 
cards, regardless of function, would use a specific color and all flash tabs 
also would use a distinctive color. 
!st Position 
Guide Card 
-��- ---·-- ----
A , GENERAL 
GOVERNMENT 
EXHIBIT II: COMBINING SYSTEMS 
2nd Position 
Guide Card 
--·-·--- ------ - --
1 0 .  Activity 
Reports 
Animal Control Repor 
Codes Department 
Police Department 
Public Works Dept.  
Sanitation Departmen 
20. Annexation Annex. Correspondence 
Annex. Ordinances 
*Annex. Petitions 
Annex. References 
Heights Annexation 
*Hills Annexation 
Reply t o  Petition 
for Certiorari 
Brief 
30. City Commission Meetings 
Commission 
Petitions 
Public Hearings 
Public Notices 
2 1  
Use 
Flash 
Tab ----
-
- ___ <:'._�ll,!.11,!.".n_t_s ______ _ 
Re ta in current 
reports only 
Insert MTAS Report 
f rom present 
"Annex. " f ile 
Any non-current 
annex. 's should 
be t i:ansferred 
to "Inactive" 
f i les 
Cross-Ref .  t o  
F-50 
If minutes are 
duplicated & 
distributed, 
put set here, 
by date.  Com­
bine all old 
material f rom 
folder & place 
in "Inactive" 
file.  
i_ N_<>_t_ -�-�<>_n1E},E!_�e �i_s_�i_1!8l_ ___ � ----------- ____________ _______________ _ 
1st Position 
Guide Card 
Use 
2nd Position Flash 
Gui.de Card File Folder Title Tab 
40. Correspon­
dence 
50. rnections 
and 
Referenda 
60. Incorpora­
tion & 
City 
History 
#Correspondence, 
chronological 
Department Corres­
pondence (separate 
folder for each 
department) 
#Election, (date) 
I/Referendum, Form of 
Government 
Voter Information 
City Incorporation 
Petition 
I/City History 
City Seal 
Incorporation,(date) 
Photographs 
70. Ordinances, #Ordinances 
Resolution 
& Proclama 
tions 
#Ordinances - Sample 
#Resolutions 
x 
Com1nents --- ---- - - -- - --- -- -- - -
Copies of all 
ou_t_g_o_i_n_g_ cor­
respondence 
from manager to 
persons outside 
city government, 
arranged by 
date -- The 
"Reading file." 
Keep separate 
file for each 
election & 
referendum 
Was "Referendum" 
Was "City His­
torian" 
Of city officials 
A file of recent 
ordinances ar­
ranged chrono­
logically 
Was "Sample 
Ordinances 
(copies)" 
Was "Resolutions 
- Proposed" 
1st 
GuJ 
B. F� 
l 
(Not a _C..�..£.1-.�t_e -�i_�t_ingl ·- -------- _____ ___ ,....._ --·-·- Us e 
lat Position 2nd Position Flash 
Guide Card Guide Card File �'older Ti tle Tab ___ ._Com'!!.ents ____ ------ - - ----·---
80. Organiza- Boards & Commissions 
t ions I/Forms of Municipal Combines "Ci ty 
Government Government" & 
"Municipal 
Govfi!rnment Re-
search" folders 
90. Public In News Releases 
formation Newsletters 
Public Opinion 
Survey 
Public Relations 
1 00.  Gener,al 
Governmen 
- Miscel. 
B. FINANCF, 10. Audi ts & I/Audit Contract Form Was ; "Annual Audit" 
Financial I/Audit ( F'l 1975) Make a folder for 
e�ch FY , with 
*Bank Statements 
d�tres pondence 
1968-69 
I/Financial Reports , 
Annual-Budget (FY 
1 9_) 
I/Financial Reports , 
Monthly (FY_ ) 
20 . Bond Bond Referendum, 
' Issues ( date )  
30. Budget ,  #Budget ( FY 1975-76) x Combines "Budget 
Operating F'( 1 976" & 
"Budget Plans 
FY 1976" 
*Budget ( FY 1 974-75) 
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1st  Position · 
Guide Card 
2nd Position 
Guide Card 
------ ---
40. Grants & 
Loans 
50. Insurance 
File Folder Title 
Community Developmen 
Blo·ck Grants 
Farmers Home Adminis 
t ration 
I/Urban Highway· Syste 
I/Claims, Insurance 
60. Purchasing I/Bid Compilati'ons 
I/Bid Invitations 
I/Inventory Lists 
I/Specifications 
70. Revenues 
BO. Finance -
Miscel. 
I/Heer Tax, 1 7% 
Wholesale 
I/Business Tax 
*Assessment 
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Use 
Flash 
Tab. Comments 
Combines "�ederal 
Aid-Urban" and 
"Streets­
l'ederal Aid" 
Was "Insurance 
Claims" & "Lia­
bility c'l·aims" 
If City Recorder 
setves as Pur­
cl1asing Direc­
tor, all purch­
asing material 
should b e  in 
that office. 
For i nformation 
purposes, mana­
ger might want 
to keep copies 
of syecifica­
tions, current 
invitations to 
bid, bid com­
pilations, and 
inventory lists. 
Was- "Revenues, 
Beer" 
Was "Acts, Busi­
ness Tax" 
Contained only 
old 1973 memo 
g 
t 
d 
EXHIBIT Ill 
This e xhi bi t is sel f-explanatory. It consists of entries under two cate­
go ries -- f i les that need further e xa mination to identi f y  their contents and 
thus de termine thei r  f i l e  locations , and files that pro bably s hould be 
discarded. 
UNINDEXED FILES 
Revi ew Thes e Fi les to Determine L9cation: 
Present File Ti tl e  
Char ter Surrender 
Insurance 
. Me morandums 
Miscellaneous Reports 
Was this refe r endum 
infor mati on on subjec t? 
or jus t  
Deter min e  type of ins urance and fi le 
in appropri ate folder in B-50 • 
On various subjects 
�e Files Probably Should Be Discarded: 
Accounts Payable Co otains only 1 974 report. 
Liquor - Draf t Ordinance Discard unless current. 
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--------------------------------
EXHIBIT. IV: 
---� 
This <;!Xhi.bit presents a parti11l list of cr.oss-�e.fei;-ence cai:ds • .  Tllesc• are 
placed a_lphabetically. among tile fl le folders. behi.nd the appropriate. second 
position guide. c(lrds, 
Cross-Reference 
Card after 
Guide Card 
fl 
EXAMPLES OF CROSS-REFERENCE CARDS --- . - . . 
lnformation on Card Tab _ _!_nf�i:._ITl_a_t_i_o.ri _  o_':'.Jl_�<!Y _ _  o_f__C_a_r_d_ 
Bank Statem�nt -
P lanning·Commission 
See: E, Planning; lndustrial 
Development 
30. Planning Commissl.on 
- -'----;- -�- -- ---·------��-------
B 
B 
Bonds, .Surety 
Capital Budgets; 
Capital Improvement 
Priorities 
D Insuranc.e, Employee 
E Housing 
F Affidavit of Publicatio 
See: D. Personnel �- 10. Bonds, Surety 
---------------------- ---
·
- - --- -4--·--�-- - . - J. -- -�---
See: E. Planning; Industrial 
Development 
10. Budget, Capital 
-
- --
--<-
·
..:.
.,, -
· 
-
-_
_ 
,_ ____ ._
.--
-...:........-�-· ..;...:....::....: __
__
 
·
,_:__ �:... - - - ---
See: B.  Finance 
50. Insurance 
Se_e_:_ J. Public Works 
70. Housing & Ur,ban 
Development 
See: A. General Government 
30. City Co mmission 
F Liability Claims See: B. Finance 
50. Insurance 
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
The "Inactive "  f i le and "Dead" f i le s  should u se t he same f i ling system a s  
t he active f i le s. Current guide cards and· f i le folders could be re-labe led 
for use in t he "Inactive" or "Dead" f i le s  to minimize t he purcha se of new 
cards and folders. 
This· proposed system i s  expanda ble . For example ,  i f  you need a f i le 
f older on "Ga soline Tax, "  i t  would .be f i led alphabetica lly after t he B-70 
guide card •. 
The guide cards t hat read " - Misce llaneous" are for accumula-
tio ns of one -folde r su bject s. -·Whenth-;, subject matter requires several 
folders, t hen a ne w second position guide card shou ld be u sed. 
Copie s of a ll r ecent ordinances could be kept chronologically in A-70 or by 
f unctional or depar t ment group i f  f requently u sed. However, t he executi ve's 
,u
p-to-date cop y of the ci ,t y  code should be hi s preferred subject reference. 
REC ORDER'S ROLE IN RECORDS MANAGEMENT 
The recor.der is the custodian ,of the. records of the city.  This resporr 
sibility is often spelled out in the city ch11rte.r ,  and is S·pecifically 
mentioned in the Uniform Ci.ty Manager-Commis.si.on Chart.er .  Contracts , bonds, 
title deeds , certificates , oaths of office, f inancial records (unless. there is 
a separate f inance director ) ,  and other appropriate original papers are i'n the 
custody of the city recorder. The r.ecorder is also custo.dian of .the city seal 
and attests to the accuracy of copies of documents , and oversees sto1'age of 
public records . 
Muni.cipalities are be.coming aware of the need to adopt . records management 
programs , and increasingly the city recorder i s  going to be involved il'.1 this 
function. 
Minu tes 
It is general
.
ly the duty of 
.
the recorder personally, or by alternate , to 
take notes of the business t ransacted at each regular , adjourned, and special 
meeting of  the City Council (City Commis sion, or Board of Mayor and Aldermen) . 
'J;hese notes should include the names of the mayor and each councilrnember 
attending , a summary of each topic discussed and action taken or agreed upon, 
and specifics of action on each ordinance or resolution: names of persons 
moving and seconding adoption , and names of persons voting for passage or 
against (or mention that passage was by unanimous vote) . Some cities also 
like to make a tape recording to support the resume that becomes the Minutes . 
The recordings are often kept for a year to allow reference in case of 
disputes over exactly what was sai.d, and then erased for future use . 
As soon as practicable,  the minutes of each meeting are typed and copies 
distributed to the mayor , counci lmembers , and other officials , together with 
an agenda for the next meeting and other pertinent material . 
At each meeting of the mayor and counci.l ,  the minutes of, the preceding 
meetings should be introduced for approval or correction, after whi ch the city 
recorder shall arrange to have them typed into the permanent minute book, 
signed by the mayor and recorder,  and indexed in the f ront or rear of· the 
book . The texts of  ordinances and resolutions should not be typed into the 
Minute Book , unless s pecifically so ordered by the mayor and council , as such 
p.ractice inflates the volume of the minutes . An ordinance book and a resolu­
tion book are usually kept as adjuncts to the minute book . 
Ordinances and Resolu tions 
The city attorney generally drafts all ordinances and resolutions , and 
should approve for legal form any ordinance which he/she has not d raf ted. All 
ordinances that amend the city ' s  Code of Ordinances ( and there are only a few 
that do not , such as an appropriati.on and tax levy ordinance or a bui.ldlng 
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code adopted by reference) should ����t���lJJ'. state the chapters and sections 
amended, deleted , or added , so that the effect of . the legislation can readily 
be seen. 
Prior to int roduction of an ordinance or resolution. in a council meeting, 
the city recorder should be contacted for the next consecutive ordinance or 
resolution number .  Thus , i t  will always be possible t o  identify the readings 
of an ordinance i n  the Minute Book. 
Many cities identity their ordinances and resolutions by numbe.rs that run 
consecutively from year to yea r ,  with a calendar year p refix in each case ,  
such as 083 for ordinance and R8 3 for resolution. In the case of ordinances 
{whiCh require two or three readings , depending upon the terms of the city ' s  
charter) , t he date o f  the first reading would determine the year prefix. For 
example , Ordinance No. 082-32 might have had its f irst reading on December 16, 
1982, and i t s  f inal reading on January 1 3, 1 983. Resolutions require only one 
reading. 
The city recorder , could assign ordinance and resolution numbers by 
·referring to a f i le or notebook which contains all prior numbers and entering 
the number ,  date of introduction , and subject of each new otdinance or resolu­
tion. If an ordinance or resolution fails to pass , its numbers would be 
• reused, but a notation " failed to pass , "  "withdrawn , "  etc. , entered i n ·  the 
· notebook; 
· · 
The dates of · passage of a resolution and of readings of an ordinance 
\ .  . . . should be ent·ered a t  the end o f  each such document . After first  reading, the 
9riginal of an ordinaftce would be p laced in a suspense f ile until  the next 
meeting. 
Upon passage of a resolution and f inal reading of an ordinance , the mayor 
··�hould sign the document , attested by the signature of the city recorder • 
. Then the city recorder f iles these documents in numerical sequence in his/her 
. office. 
Ev!ory city should have a municipal Code of Ordinances , kept up · to date 
: , annual ly . Such a code arranges ordinances that are currently in effect 
· :, according to major subj ect matter and makes it easy to determine e,.:actly what 
· the local law is at any t ime . Services are available in Tennessee which will 
\ ·codify a cit y ' s  ordinance upon request , and, thereafter , if supplied with a l l  
· ;·:.!l.ew and amending ordinance s ,  will provide annual updated supplements (MTAS 
;provides such assistance ) .  
. . 
,;'\ ;,,, .. <"', 
�.}.�;�' : 
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THE PROCESS OF RECORDS MANAGEMENT 
Goals Of Files Management 
In an attempt to summarize the many objectives related to f iles manage­
ment , first and f oremost is cost . Files are expensive t o  create and to main­
tai n ,  not only in materials ,  but also in labor hours lost i n  misplaced f ile 
ret rieval. Another concern is having the right information at the right time 
and place. 
How do responsible administrators achieve t hese goals? Pr.imarily , i t '  is 
recognizing the importance of a well-organized f iling s y'stem and a willingness 
to implement the system. So many times , managers are afflicted with the. 
"anyone can f i le "  syndrome; this is no.t t rue. The manager must realize that 
it takes a very special person to organize many individual pieces into a 
cohes.ive whole and understand clearly the organization ' s  purpose and 
operation. As in the case of a large number of smaller Tennessee municlpali­
tl.es,  the city record!)r performs countless functions not limited to his o r  her 
tl.tle. The need for a simple , well-constructed filing system is obvious , 
Administrators also can reap t\le benefits of a good filing system by 
reducing the number of unnecessary forms used in the organization. It . seems 
contradictory to us.e dup),icate forms to accomplish s imilar purposes . Only by 
analysing the present system will the manager be able t o  spot unneeded' p aper� 
work, 
Here is a checklist that will aid in t he f orms review and cost. reduction: 
IS THERE A REVIEW OF PROPOSED FORMS AND REVISION$ TO: 
1 .  Determine their necessity? 
2. · See if they would duplicate other forms? 
3.  Determine need for interleaved carbons , carbon­' 
less pape r ,  spot carbons? 
4 .  Examine proposed copy requirements & distribution? 
5. See if size would permit use with s tandard 
equipment and supplies? 
6. Review need for all entry items? 
7 .  Determine p aper s tock most appropriate t o  use 
and life span? 
8.  Check adequacy of design? 
9. Determine ultimate disposition? 
10. Determine possibility of replacement with standard 
or optional f orms? 
1 1.. Determine need f or color controls? 
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!!-ling Tools snd Arrsngements 
The term "filing tools" refers to the numerous aids used i n  the f iling 
process.  Traditional f i ling t ools are folders , guides , tabs , and labels , 
which make i t  possible t o  organize records systematically. 
1 .  FOLDERS .:_ Of fice . paper reco�ds are usually stored i n  file folders , 
which are pieces of heavy pape r ,  usually manila or kraft , folded in 
half so that part or all of .the back is higher than the f ront . In 
their simplest sens e ,  they are containers . Folders are sometimes 
reinforced across the top of the back edge to provide durability ,  
since this i s  the point of f requent wear. Folders may have s t raight 
edges or come i n  different widths or " cuts . "  The average f older , 
designed t o  hold about 75 sheets of paper , should not be overcrowded. 
Overcrowding a folder can be prevented by "scoring" the bot tom edge . 
Most folders have three s coring marks which allow considerable expan- . 
sion. Once a folder is s cored,  the hazard of i.ts bending and s ligi'ng 
under other folders i s  reduced. 
r 
Straight-edge Cut One-half Cut One-third Cut 
Hanging and suspension folders prevent maximum utilization of filing 
cabinet s pace for s toring document files . Suspension f olders f il led 
with addit ional s t andard f olders could use more than 30% of t he s pace 
i n  s file drawer before a s ingle d ocument is f iled. These folders 
are an additional expense and slow removal f or · dispos ition. The 
exception i s  f iling of bulky forms , i . e . , computer printouts.  
Folders with prong fastener6 ·  should be avoided. While t hese· folders 
hold paper securely,  regular folders do a satisfactory job.  The 
fastener f olders s l ow production considerably. Each folder must be 
retrieved and t aken apart , then reassembled . In half the t ime these 
papers could have been f iled in loose paper folders . In addition to 
having lower file e fficiency, fastener f olders are more expensive . 
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2. GUIDES - Guides are f ile drawer dividers that point the way t o  sec 
tions of the file being s ought'.. They can be thought o f  as a signpost 
and are the key to efficient f iling. Usually made f rom pressboard o r  
filler ( a luminum and plas tic guides are available) , their purpose i s  
twofold. Firs t ,  they divide a f i le into distinct labeled sections 
that permit quick and easy ' location of a specific record. Guides 
dlrect the eye to a desired section in the f ile drawer. Secondly , 
their sturdy construction supports the f iles and prevents sagging. 
For use in shelving, guides are 'available with wide tabs that can be 
read from either s ide. 
3. 
j'rimary Guides. Secondary Guides 
TAaS - Tabs are proj ections on the top edge or s ide of a folder or 
guide. Al l folders and guides should have a tab. They provide a 
space for . a  label o r  caption. File content is l isted on the tab. 
They come .in a variety of materials . Tabs can be cons,tructed o f  the 
same material as the folders or guides , of metal to give additional 
strengt h ,  o r  of t ransparent plas tic which protects label printing. 
Tabs can be ,s traight , s lanted , printed , or blank , depending on the 
rieeds of . a particular filing operation or system• Folders are 
availabie with tabs of a various width or cut . Guides also have tabs 
in f i rs t ,  s econd , or thi rd posit ions . Since most individuals perform 
operations f rom left to righ t ,  guide tabs should be positioned on the 
left while t he f older t abs are positioned on the right . As the left 
hand s earches for the guide , the right hand locates the desired 
folder. 
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S tandard Tab 
\'-- -. z Metal Tab 
Slanted Tab Transparent Tab 
4. LABELS Labels provide identification for guides and folders . ·  
Attached to the tab o f  a guide o f  folde r ,  labf'ls identify the 
contenti;; of the record s .  Guide labeli;; identify 'the records i n  a 
i;;pecific section of the f ile . They usually consist  of letters of the 
;ilphabet or a combination of letters and numbers . Guide labels 
denote where each section of the f i le begins and end s .  The records 
f i led after each guide are those beginning with the caption on the 
guide tab up t o ,  but not including, the caption on the next . guide 
tab. As the f i le expand s ,  more specific guides can be added. Quick 
location and identification are the goals . Folder labels are usually 
gummed and attached to individual f olders , giving the name of each 
folder. These labels come in various styles and may be purchased 
• .  blank o r  with various markings already printed o n  them. 
Label uniformity is. important . One style label and one 'color t ype 
should 'he used. Handwri tten labels are i nefficient and should never 
he used. If a label is incorrectly typed , it i s  discarded and u new 
one typed. All labels should be typed f rom left edge wfth successive 
labels typed in the same position • .  All f i rst words on a tab · of. like 
po$ition will then form a s t raight l ine when placed i n  a f ile drawer,  
facilitating location of folders and permitting eas ier reading f or 
f ile location. 
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File folder labels will bear the file t i t le ,  year of file (when 
applicable ) ,  and dispos ition instruc·tions for the file.  When a file 
series consists of a number of folders identified by the same f ile 
t itle , only the label on the f irst f older of the series need s how the 
f ile · title, yea r ,  and disposit ion instructions . Labels on the other 
folders in the same series need show only a brief identification of 
the material in the folder and year of file.  
Inactive Capital Felony Appeal Files 1 9 7 0  
• Cut off CY, hold i n  CFA l year , trans­
f er to Records Cen ter , hold 4 years , 
• then des troy. 
At torney General Opinion Correspondence •File 1 9 7 0  
• Cut off CY , hold in CFA 5 year s ,  trans­
fer to Archives for permanent retention . 
COLOR CODING - Color coding has developed recently as a f iling topl. 
Used with other f iling aids , color coding enhances file · identifj.­
cation and visually controls sections of the file . Colors can 
represent letters or numerals . The eye ini tially searches by color. 
When the correct color section 'has been found, a detailed search by 
name or number completes the filing action . An entire f older can be 
one color,  or labels and tabs can be colored. 
Color coding has certain advantages . Misfiles are reduced since one 
folder out of position will s tand out f rom t_he . others . Color coding 
reduces the tedious reading of names and numbers , reduces filing 
fatigue , and allows for quicker collating and sorting of f i les . 
There are six basic types of filing arrangement which are designed t o  f ile 
and reference records in different ways : alphabetical , numeric, chronologi­
cal , subj ect , geographic ,  and alpha-numeric. Each of these has advantages for 
certain types of records and reference needs and possesses distinct patterns 
of arrangement and indexing. The main criterion for selecting the f ile 
arrangement is how the f iles are t o  be referenced. The system should be 
selected which best facilitates that reference . 
· · 
Once a filing arrangement is chosen , the fol lowing determination must be 
made t o  establish the f iles : 1 )  what the filing units · are ; 2 )  what the 
arrangement of f i ling uni ts must be to create the system; 3 )  what information 
is placed on the guides ; and 4) what information is placed on the f olders . 
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1 .  ALPHABETICAL FILE - The most commonly used filing arrangement . It is 
in alphabetical order with a file guide f.or each letter of the alpha­
bet. Each word , abbreviation, and initial is a separate filing unit 
determining filing order. ( See Appendix D for Alphabet ical Filing 
Rules ) .  These are examples of f i ling units : 
ADDO-X, Inc.  
Albert J .  Addon 
American Evatype Corp. 
API-Truisms , Inc. 
ADDO-X 
Ad don 
American 
API-Truisms 
Incorporated 
Albert 
Eva type 
Incorporated 
J .  
Corp. 
Behind each guide is a folder for each letter of the alphabe t .  As 
material is received , i t  is placed i n  the corresponding f older. When 
five or more pieces of material have been received of the same name , 
the material is pulled f rom the general letter folder and an indivi­
dual folder is created for that name. 
c 
CTG Inc . 
Conner Supi:ily 
B 
Bucler , · George 
Brow'n Joshea 
Baker, Inc , 
A 
o Oil 
Will !.am 
The alphabetical arrangement is commonly used for correspondence, 
Copies of t he outgoing replies are f i led with the inquiries. As t he 
file grows and more individual folders are created , the file will 
eventually resemble a telephone directory. As long as the name i s  
known , anyone can have direct access t o  the file without indexes. 
Retrieval and · reference are rapid when all requests for i nformation 
are made by name. Alphabetical f iling systems are very f l.,xi h l e .  
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Cross-reference i s  required in an alphabeti cal file when the 
information can be asked for in more than. one way , such as name of  
respondent and name of f i rm. A record should always be f iled the way 
i t  will most of ten be requested. The cross-reference is accomplished 
by insert ing a cross-reference guide or copy of the record into the 
second possible f ile location. If the documents are requested by the 
subject to which they relate , then perhaps a subj ect f i le rather t han 
an alphabet ical file i s  needed. 
2 .  SUBJECT FILE - Re cords arranged according to their subject mat ter , 
with all the information about one topic f i led in one folder. The 
grouping of related information gives the system i t s  usefulness and 
creates i ts limitations . 
This system i s  f lexi ble; any number of subjects can be added . Each 
subj ect , however,  must be specific and exclusive to assure the record 
is filed under the subj ect by which i t  will be referenced, The 
selection of subj ects and classifi cat ion of records in the s ystem i s  
cri t i cal in  making subj ect f iles work . Subjects must be selected 
that reflect the way t he records will be used. The records must be 
f iled by an organized and consis tent pat tern so that anyone 
referencing the f i le will know which subjects to  consult for needed 
material. 
A record should be placed in the subj ect location by whi ch it will 
most often be referenced. Alternative location(s ) must then be 
cross-referenced t o  the record . 
DICTIONARY ORDER A subj ect file can be arranged in ei ther a 
dict ionary or encyclopedic orde r .  The dictionary order,  or topical 
file , has the subjects arranged alphabetically , very s imilar t o  the 
words in a dictionary . Every subject has i ts own folder. The larger 
subject f iles (more than a drawer or two) are bet ter sui ted for an 
encyclopedic arrangement . 
Con trac ts 
Buve rs 
Audits  
Accounts 
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ENCYCLOPEDIC ORDER - Subj ects classified into major headings. These 
headings are p laced on guides , t o  the left ;  minor headings are placed 
on secondary guides , in the center; and' the specific folder labels 
are to the right . Reference is like using an encyclopedia: look up 
the general subject , look f or the , s pecific t opic,  and then look f or 
the desired information. When the encyclopedic arrangement i s  used,  
a relative index must be provided for larger file s .  This index lists 
the subj ects in alphabetical order and gives their correct location 
within the file.  
I state 
I Federal 
fl county 
I 
I \  
TAXES : 
TAXES : 
TAXES : 
TAXES : 
TAXES :  
TAXES : 
/I TAXES : 
S tate 
Kentuckv 
S ta te 
Geor2ia 
Federal 
Income 
Federal 
Bxcise 
County  , 
Tavlor 
County 
Gilmer ; 
Count{; 
DeKal :. 
NUMERIC FILE Records classified by number rather than 11111110 . 
Numeric files originate whe re the number i s  part of  the rncord l t H <l tf 
and where a number i s  added to  facilitate processing a nd f t l l ng .  
When a number is part of a record , reference will often be by numbe r. 
When numbers are added,  reference usually will be by subject. 
Numeric files are divided into three basic types : serial number 
filing, digit filing, and numeric coding of subj ects and names. 
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a. SERIAL NUMBER FILING - The system most often associated with 
numbers that are pre-printed on the original record. This is 
particularly t rue of fiscal records . As each new pre-numbered 
record is created, it is filed at the e nd of the record series . 
This system is easy to operate and works well when the record is 
referred to or asked for by its  number. 
b. 
1 1 2  
1 1 1  
1 1 0  
1 0 9  
108 
1 0 7  
1 0 6  
1 05 
104 
1 0  
1 02 
1 0 1  
1 1)0 
DIGIT FILING - The best method for filing and referencing extre­
mely large file s eries . A file which mus t  be cut off each year 
would not be suited to digit filing since a minimum of 1 0, 000 
folders should exist prior t o  establishing a digit file. This 
type of file system should be considered when a previously 
assigned number is being used for identification , such as s ocial 
security number ,  invoice number ,  or voucher number. It also 
facilitates space utilization. 
c. TERMINAL DIGIT FILING - Requires that the number be broken into 
three groups of digits rather than using the entire number as a 
unit t o  establish the filing arrangement. In this sys tem, the 
numbers are read f rom right t o  left. 
d. MIDDLE DIGIT FILING - Filing as above , but uses the middle two 
digits as the primary numbers , the two digits t o  the left as the 
secondary , and the two digits on the right as the ternary. 
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2 2  9 1  1 1  
2 1  9 1  1 1  
1 1  7 7  88 1 1  8lS 
55 99 1 0  
1 0  2 7  94 10 
94 
22 9 1  10 
21 9 1  1 0  
1 0  7 7  88 1 0  88: 
55 9 9  09 , .... 
09 27 94 09 94 
2 2  9 1  09 
2 1  9 1  09 
09 7 7  88 09 88 
Section Guide Secondary Guide File Folder Number 
Terminal Digit System 
61 23 06 
23 
00" 60 23 37 55 23 18 
_ 3  55 23 1 7  )) 
62 2 2  9 3  
2 2  62 22 37 00" 
56 22 37 
','- 1 
55 2 2  1 8  
2 2  55 2 2  1 7  
62 2 1 · 06 r --
2 1  60 21 06 
00" 55 2 1  19 
55 2 1  18 
2 1  55 21 1 7  
)) 
Middle Dig i t  Sys tem 
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Lumber 2 3  2 3  
Lumber Resources 
in Southeast 
2 2  
Index Card 
Lumpkin, Robert 
Archi tect 
Lumber 
Logistics 
Little, Wayne 
Contractor 
Line of Credit 
(See Credit Line) 
Legislature, Acts of . 
Laws 
Lands , Holdings of 
Labor Union Positions 
I GJ I 
Card Index File 
1 8  
23 I 
8 I 
36 
1 2  
1 5  
1 6  
25 
I 
20 
File Drawer 
ALPHABETICAL 
FILE 
2 1  
2 0  
I 
D 
c 
B 
A 
I 
' e .  NUMERIC SUBJECT FILE - Numbers assigned to replace the subject 
or name ti tles on the f olders . Si nce l abels do not disclose 
file contents ,  a certain amount of security is inherent in this 
sys tem. 
The file can only be referenced by use of an index. The index 
wi ll contain all subjects with cross-reference , and numeric 
codes for the subjects and names . The maintenance of the index 
is , ·however , almost as much as maintaining the f ile i tself . 
Numeric filing has advantages in f lexibility,  expandabi li t y ,  
security,  and , since it  contains an index, easy cross­
referencing. Numeric system limitat ions center on access and 
references to  the files , ret rieva l ,  disposal of older f iles , and 
difficulties in t raining personnel to operate the s ystem. 
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4,  CHRONOLOGICAL FILE - Arranged by date. Each folder is usually 
labeled for a specific day. Such an arrangement has limited use , 
with only two generally accepted applications : suspense files and 
chronological t ransaction files. 
Suspense files , or t ickler f iles , are the most common applicat ion of 
the chronological file. The folders are labeled for eac.h .day of the 
month. As records are received which require action in the future , 
the record is filed in the f older with the date action is due . The 
suspense file is checked each morning t o  " tickle" the memory. 
the records are then r.emoved for action , no records accumulate 
file , and the s ame folders are utilized again each month. 
Since 
in the 
The other t ype of chronological arrangement is the t ransaction file. 
It is � and specialized. The re,cords are o rganized by date of 
transaction. Its most practical use is for documenting t ransactions 
that begin and end on a given day , and not for ongoing activities. 
F: ---·· · 
� � · 
' ' 
r � 
' 
4 1  
3 
2. 
1 
29 
2 ,  
: 1  
3 1  
3 
2 
1 
5 .  GEOGRAPHIC FILE - Classif ication of records by the location to which 
they refer. Geographic systems are usually · a two or three division 
level alphabetic sys tem. Records are f irst classif ied by geographic 
location , s tate and city are most common , and then by subject and 
correspondent . These systems are useful when the information is 
referenced by locale , rather than by individual name . 
Sun Towers 
ENNE�SEE: Nashvi11 
Adams Stores 
TENNESSEE: "lemphis 
Hale Co, 
ESSEi� Memp 
Baker Inc. 
Danner Inc, 
JimiESSF.t•: !aloX\•1ll. 
Boswell & Sons 
6. ALPHA-NUMERIC FILE - Classification of records by codes . The codes · 
should provide some information about the contents of the folders . 
Such codes are called "mnemonic capability , "  and are divided into two 
gener�l types : subj ect and name f iles . 
Subj ec� files generally follow an encyclopedic arrangement with 
numeric coding of records and f olders . 
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Name f l.le ·  s ys tems are mostly of the "Soundex" variety·. Soundex, a 
patented system, brings all names together that s ound alike. 
_: : ··;-
"" 
!L �( ·�)_ 
�{:·>_· i�·· .. 
l�r:. 
{-;:· _· . .  . ��ling Procedures 
:[!, 
" 
RM-8 Training Program 
JU.I-7 Forms Management 
RM-6. 2  S tci !'age Vault 
RM� 6. l Service Bureau 
RH-6 :·:icrographics · 
RH-5 Filing Sys tems 
RM- 4 Records Center 
RM- 3 Re tent.ion Schedule. 
RM-2 Legisla t ion 
fil!- 1 Organization 
:.':;:' Once a filing arrangement has been adopted , certain filing procedures must �i�.e implemented to protect the integrity of the file. The procedures are : 
f.p,reparing records for f i ling, maintaining the file,  controlling the records , ���d disposing of the records in  a ccordance with established retention s chedu­
-�tes , There are no shortcuts ; f iling procedures must be vigorously fol lowed. 
_,fi:'om one to five per cent of records are misfiled, and nearly half of these �pe never found, resulting in high costs . 
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Preparing records for f i ling i s  the f i rs t  s tep. All paper clips , brads , 
pins , and rubber bands should be removed, Staple related materials which are 
fi led together. Any records which are s t apled t ogether when t hey a rrive a t  
the f i les should b" checked t o  make s•tr<•. they should be f i led toge t he r .  Loose 
c l i ppi ngs a n'cl s1nal I. i tems should he f a B t e1wd to 11 shnct o f  pnper "" t h(•y w f. l l  
not b., lost in t he f U e .  A l l  docum., n t s  whj.ch a re t o r n  or dHrnnged s hould be 
mended before f i l i ng . 
rile Authori ty - - -
-
-
- --
,,, _ _ _  - - -
-
-
-
-
-
-
--... - - - � -
- -
- - -
- - - - �  
Coding 
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Filing authority: A notation from the person in authority that the record 
is important and should be placed in the file. The responsible person places 
their initials and the notation "file" in the upper right hand corner of the 
record. This not only g.fves authority to  the file,  but also indicates the 
record has· been seen and acted on by the appropriate person. 
Indexing : Determining the filing u.nit unde.r which the material · is filed . 
The document is read briefly to get the message. The f iling unit (a  name , 
number ,  or subject)  is underlined as the document is read. 
Codil!.IF' Identifying the record with its filing unit.  The filing unl. t is 
written
-
in the upper right hand corner, 
SortinK: Dividing records into related groups and putting them in order 
for faster filing. 
Cross-referencing : Directs the s earcher f rom one location in the f ile to  
another where the information can be  found. Cross-referencing is  used: 
J) when an item could logically be in two or more places in the file; 
2) when related material is in another l ocation; or, 3) when information or a 
folder has been moved within the filing systems .  The cross-reference may be 
either an i�em cross-reference or a permanent cross-reference. 
;: Item cross-references are used when the item could
. be .ii\ more .. than one 
' ' location. This can either be a duplicate copy of the item or simply a cross­/,:·:reference form. If it is a single item, the duplicate copy of the information ;;\f! . W·fs the best method since it gives the searcher all the information .at one �. : .  ' ' 
\'(time . For a file containing more than one page , copying could significant ly �}-increase the bulk of the file , s o  a single cross-reference form for all these �f)is p::::::::: cross-referencing is used in the filing system to refer the user �:':• to another locatio'n where the folder can be found. These cross references are 
!f,'o'.Put on tabs , usually made from half of an old folder. These permanent cross­/,:;: references s.hou.ld' be considered part of the file and microfilmed,  if the file �j.is filmed, or t ransferred with the file . 
'}':�·:. ' �i( · Once the records are in proper f iling arrangement , actual filing is more f accurate and less time consuming. Filing is the placing of the record within 
�:?�he file system. The filing unit is read on the record, the nearest guide 
;;;.located, and then the corresponding folder found. The folder is removed 
l\�otnpletely from the file by grasping the body of the folder , not the tab. 
:1,Papers are inserted facing forward , with top of the page to the lef t .  �ppcuments should be arranged chronologically within the folder with the latest 
'jj:;.ecord on top. 
�·, ;_··, i' · When oversized materials are filed in a folder,  each sheet should be �,Plded so that it is usable alone . Legal size papers placed in a letter-size 
, .,He can present problems . Each page is folded individually, not the entire .'�ocument as one bunch. This reduces the amount of space required. If t he 
.�bcument is too wide , the paper is bes t folded like a book, with an additional 1if .old in the corner. In this way, the document can be opened and read , even in ,,,�· fastener-type folder.  
, ,, ,; ,. 
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CROSS REFERENCE 
I tem Cross Reference 
Name or Subj ect :  
t..lu,q,..._,.,.. oj;4'a J;M'V' 
Regarding : 
t:r/;f'u ,,_ 
SEE �wi..,,- - t>ffee 
Permanent Cross Reference 
• WiU iams Equipment 
• SEE : Haas & Williams 
*************************************"*************************************"**** 
:: 
YES NO 
Folding Oversize Material 
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Maintaining the File Management System 
Responsibility i s  the key to  making a filing s ystem function properly. 
Whi le no file can survive without the cooperation of all its  users , all of 
those people · cannot be responsible f or seeing that the system runs properly,  
Maintaining the f iles i s  an important j ob.  One person should be held acco.un­
table for the f i les and have authority to control their use. 
Time set aside for filing is important . The information in the f iles will 
only be reliable if the files are complete. Returned material must be filed 
daily . Daily filing is necessary to have complete f iles with no backlog of 
work . 
Labeling of drawer and shelving units  i s  a must for fast ret rieval and 
proper control of the f iles . Each drawer should have a label stating the 
re.cord series , including dates and retention period. This information reduces 
the need to open extra drawers in searching f or the correct file. Having the 
retention period on the label makes timely disposition of older records 
easier. 
Access to the files is the single most effective control for file 
integrity,  The fewer people who retrieve and refile , the more efficien.t the 
system. Charge-out control i s  important in a well-run system. It insure·s the 
. location of all records in the event an emergency need arises f or the record. 
�othing is removed f rom the f iles without a charge-out . 
At no time are controls more important than when a needed f ile i s  missing 
' and cannot be found. Time and money · is wasted searching haphazardly for· 
misplaced f iles . An organized search procedure should be followed: 
1 ,  Look on the desks of people through whom it was routed - particularly 
in the in-baskets and out-basket s ;  
2 ,  Look again a l l  the way through correct folders to  see i f  it  is out of 
order or with another document ; 
> 
3,  Look in t he folder in  f ront of  and behind the correct folder; 
4 .  Look in the folder to see if t he record was filed incorrectly between 
folders or i f  it s lid down behind them; 
S. Look under s imilar spellings and abbreviations or s imilar and related 
subjects;  and 
6 .  If it  is a numeri.c file , look under those numbers which have the same 
digits  in case the numbers were transposed. 
Should all these s teps fai l ,  the file is probably los t ,  and enforcing the 
::controls wi ll seem l ike cheap i nsurance to prevent a recurrence. 
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PROCESSING NON-STANDARD FORMS 
Microf orms 
A microform system will not cure the i lls of poor f ile procedures or a 
poor f iles system. Yet ,  a miniaturization system should measurably improve an 
already good, but inadequate system. ' 
Microfilming is the method of photographically reproducing records or 
other documents in a reduced size.  When most people think of microfilm, they 
think of a s trip of film on a reel. This format is roll film and 11lso comes 
in  cart ridges or cassettes. Other microforms are 1nicrofiche and aperture 
cards. A microfiche i s  a sheet of microfilm containing multiple images in a 
grid pattern. Aperture cards resemble computer cards with a rectangular hole 
in one end where a frame of microfilm is mounted. 
A parallel can be drawn between a file folder and a microform: both are 
containers for , information. The microform is just smaller in s ize. One of 
the major advantages of the microform i s  that it contains more data t han a 
file folder. Regardles s ,  the information i t  holds must be organized in  a 
logical manner for effective retrieval, 
Why microfilm? 
Microf ilm, as a medium for storing and handling information , may benefit 
local government operations by : 
l .  Saving space - Microforms usually require 2-10 per cent , of the . space 
of the original paper f iles. With Computer Output Microfilm ( COM) , 
for example , several sheets of microfiche replace lengthy runs of 
computer printouts .  
2 .  Providing a security copy o f  records. A duplicate microform copy 
stored off-s i t e ,  under proper environmental conditions , affordE 
protection against mutilation or loss of the original record fro11 
theft , sabotage , vandalism, fire ,  f lood , or other causes. 
3. Insuring the integrity of the records. Once microfilmed, recordE 
cannot be tampered with or lost through misfiling. 
4 .  Permitting easier access to information. Compact microform format• 
are easy to  handle. New t echnologies , like cartridge loading reader• 
and computer assisted retrieval systems , bring records even mor< 
quickly to  t he user. 
5. Of fering wider dissemination of information to the pubiic .  Multipl1 
copies of records of widespread interes t .  such as assessment rolls 
can be made available for public inspection, freeing office space an1 
s taff from the demand of routine information requests. 
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PROCESSING NON-STANDARD FORMS 
Microf orms 
A microform system will not cure the ills of poor f i le procedures or a 
poor f iles system. Yet ,  a miniaturization system should measurably improve an 
already good, but inadequate system. 
' 
Microfilming is the method of photographically reproducing records or 
other documents in a reduced s ize . When most , People think of microfilm, they 
think of a s trip of f ilm on a reel .  This format is roll f ilm and also comes 
in cartridges or  cassette s .  Other microforms are microfiche and aperture 
cards.  A microfiche i s  a sheet of microfilm containing multiple images in a 
grid pattern. Aperture cards resemble computer cards with a rectangular hole 
in one end where a f rame of microfi lm i s  mounted. 
A parallel can be drawn between a file  folder and a microf orm: both are 
containers for information. The microform is just smaller in size.  One of 
the major advantages ,of the microform i s  that it contains more data than a 
f ile folder. Regardless , the information i t  holds must be organized in, a 
logical manner for effective retrieval. 
Why microfilm? 
Microfilm, as a medium for s toring and handling i nformation, may benefit 
local government o,perations by :  ·:1 
> 
' '  
l .  
2 .  
3 .  
4 .  
' ij 
Saving , s pace - Microforms usually require 2-1 0  per ,cent , of the , s pace l 
of the original paper files.  With Computer Output Microfilm ( COM) , 
for example , several sheets of microfiche replace lengthy runs of 
computer printouts . 1 
Providing a security copy of records . A duplicate microform copy ,1,,I,, 
stored off-s ite ,  under proper environmental conditions , affords 
protection against mutilation cir loss of the original record f rom 
theft ,  sabotage , vandalism, f ir e ,  f lood, or other causes . 
Insuring the integrity of the records . Once microfilmed , records 
cannot be tampered with or lost through misfiling. 
Permitting easier access to information. Compact microform formats 
are easy to handle.  New technologies , like cartridge loading readers ' 
and computer assisted retrieval systems , bring records even more 
quickly to the user. 
5 .  Offering wider dissemination of information to the public.  Multiple 
copies of records of widespread interest. such as assessment rolls ' 
can be made available for public inspection, f reeing office s pace and 
s taff from the demand of routine information requests .  
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6. Preserving f ragile documents.  Records on f ragile and brittle paper,  
especially items of permanent value , and those whose size  makes 
handling and storage difficult , can be preserved on microfilm. 
Munici.pal t t ies must evaluate their sys tem l.n order to judge whe ther or not 
a microfilming sys tem is, justi fied. The · f ollowing pages Ust factors that 
need to be considered in the analysis of the current system, as wel l  as o f. a 
microfilm system. Other u·seful aids included in this · section are examples of 
how to estimate microfilming cos t s ,  a diagram of t he microfilm cycle , a micro­
filming log, and description of various microform characteristics and their 
maj or applications. 
Here are a f ew guidelines that municipal governments may f ollow: 
As a general rule , it is not cost-efficient to microfilm records 
which will be retained for seven years or les s .  Microfilm costs will f ar 
exceed s torage costs for such a short period. 
Larger municipalities  may f ind off-site s torage for semi-active 
records an effective alternative t o  expensive office s pace in  the city 
hall and t o  microfilming. 
Where records management considerations d emonstrate a need for longer 
retention of non-current records , properly produced and s tored microfi lm 
is an excellent medium for information s torage. 
· · Microfilm files , unlike paper f,i les , must be s t ored in a controlled 
environment. Film kept in Mrect s unlight or near sources of heat will 
quickly deteriorate. It is highly desirable to make two copies of micro­
film records , especially f or vital records if the originals are destroyed: 
one for use in the office and one for archival s torage. This will provide 
.a source for duplicating valuable records for office and other use. 
Microforms require external and internal indexes to reference the 
files. Roll f ilm is usually filed in a 1 0-drawer cabinet or shelves. 
Aperture cards are f iled in computer card cabinets using guides and out­
ca"rds to control the f ile. Microfiche is stored in card f iles with 
guides. Heavy s tock colored out-cards are used to control microfiche 
files. 
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FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED IN ANALYSIS OF CURRENT SYSTEM 
USER ' S  NEEDS 
--------- ----- --------------------- --
--
--
-
---
-- ------------ -- ------
Number of people making d aily· 
searches 
Departmental location of maj or uses 
Use ,made of records after location 
Location of users : on premises , 
off-site , temote locations 
· Need for current informat ion: 
updates· every 24 hours or• less 
: Training of personnel; supervision 
'';, ·Labor costs to service user ' s  needs 
/.:. 
�·· Cent ralized/ decentralized files 
\ •.. -----FfLE._ACTIVITY 
�:_·-.. --- ---- ----·-·--- ---
1.,, Num.ber of searches each day 
:f;  
''>Access t ime ' 
�\ 
f,Jleferertce Time ?{ 
:!'Interfiling or add-ons ; identify 
.')!;most active f iles '(Refiling t ime 1:, . 
lfr1umber of people needing d ocuments 
!J;it one time 
'.''l'ime of day most refiling i s  done 
/;_;;-, ·:�ount of t ime needed to add a 
·;�<lcument to the sys tem 
:::··, 
.;Xctive/inactive records 
5 1  
Volume: number of documents i n  each 
file,  total number of f i les , total 
number of pages , number of new 
documents entering the system. 
Time span of records 
Size: overall diminsions - letter 
size, smaller , larger; mixed sizes; 
thickness of paper(s )  
Color(s ) :  of pape r ,  letterhead, logo, 
printed copy 
Condition: torn, wrinkled, s tapled, 
paper. clipped, fan-folded,  f astened 
into f olders 
Space and equipment required t o  
maintain f iles 
Fi le maintenance costs 
Indexing 
Coding 
Sorting 
Filing 
Retrieving 
Interfiling 
Re tention ( legal considerations) 
Transfer 
Disposal 
File security 
' 
FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED IN ANALYSIS OF A MICROFILM SYSTEM 
lnltl a l  conversion to  microforms 
Fi lml.ng of new material f or f iles 
Work to be done i n-house : size of 
files , information; equipment 
required ( depending on microforms 
selected ) :  rent , rent with option to 
buy , lease,  purchase ;  special 
plumbing costs  
Use of service bureau: initial 
conve rsion; use on a regular 
baBiS 
Cos ts :  for film, chemicals , other 
supplies; labor cos ts 
DUPLICATION AND DISTRIBUTION 
In-house s pace requirements ; contact 
for duplication of micr.oforms 
Use of a service bureau 
' 
Cost 'of duplicating f ilm (s ilver , 
. d lazo, vesicular) ;  other supplies 
Di stribution costs of microforms 
Labor costs involved .in duplication 
and distribution of microforms 
F I L I NG AND Rl\TIUEVAL �:qU I PMEN'l' 
_ .. . .  _ . _ _ _ _ A_NJ�X�C_ l_L_l}�l-��S _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ 
St orage and retrieval equipment : 
usage , rate of growth, updating; 
type of forms 
Microform retrieval:  manual ,  
mechanized, automated system - extra 
cost of encoding of microform; remote 
retrieval - terminal installation and 
and maintenance , and transmission 
costs ; labor costs 
Space requirements : for paper f iles 
if they must be retained;  for micro­
forms ; for duplicate f i les as needed 
DISPLAY AND REPRODUCTION 
__ _ _ _ _E_<i_J!.l_PJ!_�N_'l'.__�ND _F_�Q.l�L_l_'[!_l>_S __ ______ _ 
5 2  
Purchase or  rental of  readers , 
reader-printers , or enlarger­
printers ( no display capability) 
:) Space requirement : depends on type :!! 
chosen; range f rom lap readers to ·� 
central reference readers ; varied , ,1 
s izes of reader-printers and enlarger• :; 
printers ; automated retrieval units . "' 
with display and print capabi lities ' 
1 
Cost of materials consumed in the 
production of hard copy such as 
paper, chemicals 
\ 
llTIMATI OP MICllOPILMINQ COITI 
1 VOLUME OF RECORDS TO BE MICROFILMED 
a. No. of sheets or cards ( ) 
b. No. of cubic feel of records ( cu. tt.) . 
2. PAE PARA TION OF RECORDS 
(Readying records tor filming, i.e., removing clips 
and s1aples. unfoldjng, arranging, preparing and 
inserting targets. etc. ) 
· 
3. FILMING 
a. Operator's lime . .  
b. Equipment time . .  
(Hourly rate from Form 1 ,  lleni 5) 
c. Film reels at $ per reel . . .  
4. INSPECTION OF PROCESSED FILM 
5. RETAKES 
a. Preparation of Records . .  
b. OperalO(S lime . 
c. Equipment time . . . . .  
d. Film ·· ·reels al $. ___ per reel . 
6. REPLACING RECORDS IN FILE 
7. TRANSPORTATION (Records to camera or vice versa) 
8. TOTAL COST OF MICROFILMING 
(Total of llems 2 through 7) 
9. COST OF MICROFILMING PEA CU. FT. OF RECORDS . . . . .  
(liem 8 divided by llem 1 b) 
MICROPILMING RECOlll>I 
Document preparation 
Est HOIJrly 
Hours Raia 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
including indexing and t----1 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
Records identification L--:r.----.i 
I 
Archival 
storage of 
original film 
Original records 
(a) returned to Archives 
or 
Film Pfoceasing 
(b} disposed of in accord­
ance with schedule 
Checking completeness 
-------land testing and 
inspection for 
Film duplication 
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DESCR I PTI ON 
Ro l l  _Mi crof i l m: t r tm . J s  
i n  widths 1 6 ,  35, 70, �nd 
105 . m i l  l im�ter� , on a 
re�;r, Spoo i ,  or .�_re. The 
predom inant widths for 
rel I systems are 16 and _35 
m i l  I imeters . 
On l6min f i I In_._ images. may be 
f n  a I i ne, or _s i.de by s i de 
on the f i I m ·  ('w�en arranged 
s ide �Y s i de or in com i c  
mode, · apprOximate l y  2800 
I mages .of 8 ,1/2 x 1 1  i nch 
d0cuments reduced 24: l 
can be t i  lmed on a ful  I 
ree l ) .  
On 35mm f i lm, frames are 
arranged s i ng le . f i l e  
a l ong the l ength of the 
f i I m ;  a tu I I ree I w i 1 1  
conta i n  approx i matel y  600 
images. -An ·-avEtrag�_ length 
of f i i m  on a reel i s  100 
feet. Longer . r engths are 
becom fng more �n w ith 
The use of riew Th-inner 
f ·i ! ms'. 
Roi I t i  l!if  i s  a non-u n i t i-zed 
or co l l ective m i croform. 
�AJOR USES 
" 
16mm Ro i I s :  genera l 
records ( o l d  f i l es toe 
bu l ky to mainta i n  i n  the i r  
or i g i na l  form, on l y  
occas iona l referenci ng) ; 
transactlon records such 
as sales s l i ps, checks. 
35mm Ro l l s �  newspapers, 
period ica l s ,  other 
publ ications. 
ADVANTAGES 
Least expens ive to create. 
Least expens i ve fo 
dup·I icate. 
·Gan- ,.store l.arge .un·its of 
i nfo.rmat i.on in a l itt l e  
space at l ow cc;:ist. 
Good, cholce when i nforma­
tion is added to the ro l l  
cont inuoUs ! y  in  sequence 
and updat ing is infrequent . 
Advantageous i f  f i l e s i ze 
w i l  I a l  low f u l  I or near l y  
f u t ·f uti l ization of the 
ree l .  
D I SADVANTAGES 
I nformation must be batched 
or prog.rammed for a ro I I • 
I t  takes l onger to locate 
i nformat ion on a rol I than 
i t  Joas on any other 
m icroform. 
Use·r needs to have SOfne 
know ledge of equ i pment, 
procedures for · hand/ i ng fl Im. 
Readers cost more than 
microf iche or aperture card 
readers. 
Fi Im can be sp l i ced, but it 
is d i ff i c u l t  to update with 
interspersed additions; 
updating can be done by 
adding on to the end of the 
rol I .  
.s c · "ii'·�� 
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MICROFORM CHARACTERISTICS ANO MAJ<Jl APPL ICAT IONS (con ' t l  
,i· · 
"' 
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DESCR I PT I ON 
Cartr id8es: a cont a i ner 
enc l os i ng rol I m i crof i l m, 
usua l l y 1 6mm. The average 
f i l m l engT.h is 100 feeT, 
�ut longer l engths are· 
avai I ab l e. lmages are 
arranged i_ n the same 
manner as on f i l m or rol I s . 
Cartr i dges are non-u n i T i zed 
m i crof i Im. 
Cassettes; s i m i l ar to 
cartr idQes; f i tm is encased 
i n  a p l astic conta iner 
The casset"te con t a i -ns tiio 
ree l s  - the f i l m can be seen 
Throug.h an aperTure as iT 
moves from one reel onto the 
oThe!"'. 
CassetTes . are a non-u n i T i zed 
or col l ective m i croform. 
r-�s::t-�>rm;;� ·sf�-'�:,&:;.:z ,:�i�::.fui;,s.�,i� .;�.:-��-� ·:. -
MAJilR ,USES 
Records stora�e ( u sed by 
e l ectron i c  eQui pment and 
supp l ies compan i es ,  paper 
and a l l ied products f i rms, 
and by text i l e  compan i es . )  
Records storage (used by 
e l ectr i ca l  equi pment and 
supp l i es compan i e s . )  
ADVANTAGES 
�verage l ookup time 30 
seconds - sav i ngs i n  
retr i ev a l  time. 
Poss i b l e  to estab l ish 
contro l to guarantee user 
accurate i nformat i o n .  
Fi  I m  i s  prCtected from 
f ingerpr i nts, dust and 
other damage. 
Easy to hand l e  f i l m i n  a 
cartr i dge. Idea l tor se l f­
serv ice stat ions. 
Encasement of t i  Im ensures 
less wear and tear on the 
t f I m. 
Savi ngs i n  user t ime 
because there i s  no 
thread i ng or rew i n d i ng of 
the f i l m. 
D l SADV ANT AGES 
Cost of cartr i dge. 
H i g:1 cost of end use 
equ ipment. 
Longer updat i ng cyc l e  than 
i s  req u i red for mi crof 1 che 
or aperture cards. 
Spec i a l l y  desi-gned readers 
are requ i red. 
Cost of casing. 
"' 
� 
DESCR IPTION 
M i crofiche: a f iche is a 
f l at sheet of f i l m w ith a 
numb_er of microimages 
arranged I n  standard i zed 
col·umns and ro�S: ; it"s most 
. common s t i& i s  4" x 6". 
. Th i s  s i ze m i crofiche can 
con ta T n u·P- TO 9s. images . 
A maste"."·-m tc�of le.he may be 
crea�ed" from hard copy 
documents or _th�ough COM. 
-�i crof l che are a non­
un i t  i zed m i croform. 
MAJOR USES " 
Short-run pub l i sh i ng ,  
reproduct ion reports, 
ca'ta logs, parts I isTs , . 
prl.ce I i sts, Tra i n i ng 
.manua I s, educationa I 
mater i a l s  • 
I 
l 
ADVANTAGES 
Eye-v i s l b l e  Tit l e  for 
reference. 
U n i f orm forma-t • 
Speed and ease -of creation. 
May. be.rep! l cated I n  
several ways. 
Low cost readers, reader-
p r i'nTers; low cost copies. 
Co l or in m i crof iche permit 
l onger viewing periods 
w ithout eye stra i n .  
Upda"tab I e m J-.crof Tche. 
Easy to us�. 
No sop h i sticated retr ieval 
sysTem need. 
Low-cost d i str i bution . 
No spec i a l  carr iers such 
as casseTTes, cartr i dges, 
and ree l s .  
I 
D'1 SADVANT AGES 
Cost of product ion. 
I n it i a l ·  i n vestment in 
equi pment. 
, .. _,._,,, .... '"'':'":'.l!!'! 
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. M I CROFORM CHARACTERI STICS ANJ MAJOR APPLICATIONS Ccon ' t l  
OESCR l?TION 
U l traf i che: documents are 
f i l med at 90j or h igher 
reduct ion. One u \ traf i che 
may cont a i n  several 
thousand pages. 
Ul traf i che are a un i t i zed 
mi croform. 
" 
MAJOR USES 
Used as a publ i cat i ons 
med i a  for cat a l ogs and 
books w ith w ide d i str i ­
but ion . 
M icro-opaques : s i m i lar to 1 Used primarl l y  for read i ng .  
m i crof iche; mu l t i p l e  m i cro-
i ma�es are arranged i n  a 
gr i d  pattern and Produced 
a opaque stock i nstead of 
f i Im. 
M icro-opaques are a 
un i t i zed m i croform. 
Jackets: Jacketed mi cro-
t i l m  l s  a comb i nation of 
the rol l  f i l m  and m i cro­
f i che concept; composed of 
two sheets of c l ear p l ast i c  
or paper w i th open end 
chann e l s  i nto w h i ch str i ps 
of rol l  f i l m  are l nserted . 
Jackets are a un·i t l  zed 
m l rcoform. 
Accounts payab l e  and pay­
rol I records; personnel 
record$; subj ect correspon­
dence, med i ca l ,  l egal and 
co.urt records; 0ducat iona l 
records; customer and 
i nsur.ance-- f i I es. 
ADVANTAGES 
Can store more intorma1"-ion 
i n  less space than a 
standard m i crof i che. 
May cont a i n  a separate 
set of images on each 
s ide. 
Eye-v i s i b l e  t i t l e  for easy 
reference. 
Easy update/rev i se by 
add i ng or remov i ng 
i nd i v i du a l  f i l m  i mages . 
Space sav i ng s .  
Can be dup I i cated and· 
d i str i buted easi Ly and 
i nexpens i v e l y .  
D I  SADV ANT AGES 
Se l dom prepared i n-house. 
Preparat ion req u i res 
exceptiona l l y c l ean 
cond l T ions . 
Creat ion requ i res spec i a l i zed 
equi pment. 
Cannot eas i l y  be dup l i cated . 
Requ i re comparat i ve l y  h i gh­
i ntens l ty i i  \ um ination tor 
v i ew ing and pr i nt i ng .  
Updat i ng can be t i me 
consum i ng. 
Or i g i na l  creation and 
updat i ng requi red extra 
procedural steps and 
speci a l i zed equi pment. 
Can cost up to 3 t imes the 
cost of a rol l f i lm 
app l i cat ion .  
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DESCR lPT I ON 
JackeTs (con 1 t) 
Aperature Cards: a 3- 1/411 
x·- 7-3/8" ·tabu I ati ng, card 
w ith .a 35mm m icrot l. lm ch i p  
nfounted i n  a recTangu l ar 
openi nq • . Al so cards are 
ava i l a b l e  w iTh a 16mm f i l m  
ch i p  and w i th a 16mm/35mm 
combi riaTion. CarctS may 
conta i n  more than- one . 
openi-ng. The f i l m may be 
he l d  i n  p l ace ei ther· by 
pressure sen s i T i ve adhes i ve 
or by i nsertlon i n-to a 
transparent s l eeve. 
Aperature cards are a 
un i t i zed m i croform. 
•. MAJOR USES 
,, 
Engi neer i ng and manufac­
turing data; X-rays; 
spec i a l i zed i n format ion 
managemenT systems w ith 
heavy f i l e usage. 
ADVANTAGES 
May be v i ewed w i th the 
same readers as m i crofi che. 
Can conTai-n m i xed w idThs of 
f i I m .  
GreaTest f lex i b l  I i ty. i'n 
rep ! icaTion and end usage 
( t i I m-to-tll m, t i  I m-to­
paper , ·  f i  l m-To-vel ! um, 
f i l m-to-otfset> . 
Can be programmed for 
d i sTr i bution by· ·a comp l ete 
or part i a l  deck. 
User does not need to 
batch informat ion. 
Easy to update or de l ete 
i nformation from The f i l e. 
, -Eas i esT form t� use i n  
i nTerf i l  ing. 
The card . area can be used 
f'or noTes. 
I ndex i ng data can be 
auTomaT ical  l y  reproduced by 
a keypunch mach i ne. 
D I SADVANTAGES 
Gan be cost l y  to produce. 
l i m itation i n  page length. 
Easy to m i sf i l e  and lose. 
Ii;.�'"""-"' 
DESCR I PT I ON 
Aperature Cards (con ' t )  
Ul trastr i p s :  short str i ps 
of processed f i lm conta i n i nq 
mater i a l  photographed at 
h i gh reduct ions. Str i ps are 
i nserted i nto a conta i ner 
tor use i n  a retr i eval 
dev i ce .  
U l trast r i ps are u n i t i zed 
m icroforms. 
C h i ::>s.: sma l l p i eces of f i l m 
conta i n i ng ml cro i mages. May 
conta i n  opt i ca l  or magnet i c  
cod i ng i n  add i t ion to 
i mages. These ch i p s  are 
stored i n  a cartrtdQe or 
cel l i n  a retr ieval dev ice, 
and are retr i eved automa­
t i ca l l y  by e l ectron i c  
c i rcui try or by e l ectro­
mechan i ca l  equi pment. 
MICROfORM CHARACTmlSTICS ANO MAJOR N'PLICAT I ONS (coo ' tl 
MAJOR USES" 
Very I i m i ted use at the 
present t ime. 
Best su i ted tor very l arge 
f i l es �here h igh speed 
retr i ev a l  i s  necessary. 
ADVANTAGES 
I nput cyc l e  from document 
to ready-to-use m i croform 
i n  45 seconds .  
Low cost equ i pment, low 
cost cop i es .  
Espec i a l l y  ta i lored to 
fac i l i tate automated 
retr ieva l ,  resu l t i ng i n  
sav i nq i n  user 1 s  t i me. 
Sav i ngs in t ime -
retr\ evab \ e  at· 
exceed i ng l y  h i g h  speeds. 
.-"-· 
D I SADVANTAGES 
Expens i ve - requi res a two­
step creation process. 
Creation must be done under 
exceptiona l l y c l ean 
cond i1" ions. 
Not ord i nar i l y  ava i l ab l e .  
Very ex.pensive; custom 
desi gned tor spec i a l  
a p p \  i cations. 
Computer Printouts and Magnetic Tapes 
Tlw major data forms result ing from computer systems - printouts and 
m11g11e t l c  tapl>S - mus t  be f i .led. Al l computers hnve some kind of output devi l'<' 
for the informat ion that hna been stored or processed by the system. Most 
systems use a . printer. The result is a computer printout - a continuous s heet 
of information from the computer on manifold pape�• It is produced at a rapid 
rate and , due to the uneven l ength. of the reports , the printout varies greatly 
in thickness .  
This non-standard aspect makes printouts extremely awkward t o  f ile ih 
conventions! equipment . The primary reasons are : 1 )  they are of varying 
s izes , 2) they are f lims y ,  and 3 )  they cannot stand upright for shelf filing. 
Hanging the printouts is a solution that s aves space and accepts printouts of 
varied s ize. The computer records are f iled in an upright position instead of 
flat . Hanging only uses the amount of space needed for each printout. This 
can be done either by placing printouts in  hanging f olders or by using clips 
which become part of the binding. 
Hanging Folders Hanging by use of B1nders 
Another computer data form is magnetic tape . It is on large spools and 
is mounted on the computer for use . When not in use , the tapes are placed in  
·dust-proof containers and s tored in racks . Information is recorded on the 
.tape in a pattern of magnetic tape impulses that only the computer can read. 
;tapes must  be organized to permit ea.sy identification , selection , retrieval ,  
and ret:ehtion. A label should include a file description , program number,  
:reel number ,  date created , recording densi ty,  and retention period. The dust 
:cover can be color-coded f or visual control . 
6 1  
Miscellaneous 
Books and Catalogs : Be s t  f iled in shelves o r  in bookcases wi thl.n a 
deRl.gnated location . !looks should be indexed by subject, author a nd t lt le, 
and f i led by a number assigned by the i ndexing system. The most common o f  
these indexes are the Dewey Decimal and the Library o f  Congress .  
The Dewey system i s  preferred for use i n  a small office collection of 
books . Catalogs are usually filed by name o f  issuing company along with a 
subject cross-reference . Catalog supplements too small  t o  f ile alone can be 
p laced in a f older to give them support and then f iled with the catalog they 
supplement . 
11) 
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Bookshelf with catalog 
Supplement to catalog 
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Inde:.; File with cross 
reference and index cards 
Maps and Drawings : Require s pecial f iling arrangements. Like other 
files, how these records are f iled depends on how the i nformation will be 
reques ted. Maps are usually requested by location. Maps of the smallest 
practical region ( c i ty, county, or s tate) are filed together. If two or three 
large series of  maps are kept (polit ical, topographical ), some offices maY c; 
find it best to f ile these hy s eries and then by region. Usually, drawings}, 
are requested by proj ect number or building name. Those drawings are f iled bY.i 
butldi ng name and then subdivided by plat, architectural, electrical, mechani- ,. 
cal, st ructural, or revi sed drawings . Engineering drawings of equipment are:: 
usually filed by the name of equipment, then by name o f  part or part number • ; 
b2 .f 
There are three principal ways to store maps and drawings : ( I )  pigeon hole 
shelves ,  ( 4 )  map cabinets , and ( 3 )  hanging f i les •. The tradit ional method of  
storage is the pigeon h ole  cabine t .  The drawings are rolled and tied together 
with  a fUe tag attached to a string f astened to the roll .  The f iling method 
causes drawings to curl permanently. This t ype of storage should be used only 
for i nactive drawings . It does , however ,  possess the advantage of providing 
s torage for a large quantity  of mixed-size drawings inexpensively. Large 
drawings , up to "D" ( 2 2 '  x 34 ' )  s ize without folding, can be f iled f lat in map 
cabinet drawers . The drawer f iles are favored for s ingle maps or other 
materials that are semi-active or inactive •  Hanging f i les . use clamps to  
suspend maps arid drawings f rom rods . This i s  preferred for drawings consisting 
of several ·pages.  Hanging files are recommended for act i ve f iles . The top 
front , left or right , should be labeled to provide for rapid retrieval of 
drawings . Hanging has the advantage of using space very effectively .  
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Hanging F iles 
In today ' s  office , most of the filing equipment used is vertical , 
lateral ; shelf , or mechanized. To choose the right equipment for the j ob ,  the 
officeholder must consider the advantages and disadvantages of each type , then 
make a comparative analysis of whi ch type of equipment wil l  best meet the 
requirements of the municipality 's proposed data retrieval system. 
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A .  VERTICAL CABINETS : The vertical f i ling cabine t i s  the mos t common 
t ype of equipment used i n  individual offi ces . It is primarily for 
f i ling correspondence and s imi lar t ypes of �aterial . It is available 
in l etter  and legal s izes containing f rom two to f i ve drawers , and in 
d rawer sizes to nccommodate a variety of materia l s ,  from 3" x 5" 
cArds t o  maps . 
Vertical cabine ts use the most f loor s pace relat ive to  their s torage 
capaci t y .  When f iguring space requi rements ,  there must be a minimum 
44-inch aisle in f ront of  the cabinet for drawer pull-out and opera­
tor room. The f our- and f i ve-drawer letter and legal f il ing cabinets 
are the mos t  popular s i zes . The f ive-drawer cabinet costs less per 
f iling inch. It s f i l ing capacity is 25 per cent greater than a f our­
d rawer cabinet and requi res no addit ional f loor space . Fi ling i s  
usual ly accomplished b y  placing folders f ront t o  back with the f older 
labe l facing the operator.  
Vertical cabinets are sui table f or small record s e ries . 
particularly suitable for subj ect f iles . Alphabe t i c ,  
nume r i c ,  and most other types of  f iling systems can be used 
uni ts . However ,  this equipment should not be used with 
digit systems . In small ,  cramped offices with small s torage 
ments , a vertical cabinet often f i lls the need best and is 
geous as t hey are relatively easy to move . 
They are 
subj ect­
in t hese 
terminal 
require­
advanta-
Like the other t ypes of enclosed equipment , vertical cabinets work 
well i f  there i s  a need for controlled access . Cabinet locks do not 
provide s ecuri t y ,  but merely controlled acce s s .  A s tandard vertical 
cabinet is not f i reproo f ;  therefore , i f  f i re protection i s  requi red , 
the cabinet must be specifically cons t ructed with insulation. 
Only one person at a t ime can ret rieve f i les f rom a cabine t .  This 
creates a problem in active f iles . When the f i le series requires 
more than four or f ive cabinet s ,  equipment and f loor space costs are 
greater for verti cal cabinets than f o r  other equipment with com­
parable s torage capaci t y .  This i s  due t o  the large aisle space 
required to access the equipment . 
B .  LATERAL CABINETS : Lateral cabinets are among the most versatile of 
a l l  f i l ing cabinets . A lateral cabinet may be used for both letter 
and legal size f i l e s .  These cabinets are usually 1 5  inches deep and 
come in widths of 3 2 ,  3 6 ,  and 42 inche s .  The cabinets require a 
30-inch aisle for drawer pull-out and operator room. The cabinets 
hold f olders , whi (:h are usually f iled 1eft to right as in a shelf 
fi ling arrangement , 
La teral cabine t s ,  howeve r ,  are not economical i n  t e rms of cost or 
space . The cabinets cost more per f i ling i nch t han either vertical ·: 
cabine t s  or s helve s .  They use more f loor space per f iling i nch 
eithe r  s helves or letter-size vertical cabinet s .  
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VERTICAL CABINET IA'IERAL CABINET 
SHELF FILES : Shelf filing is  a method of storing records on horizon­
tal shelves rather than in closed drawers .  The folders are arranged 
in rows with the tabs to the outside for ease in reading. This equip� 
ment is particularly suited to files where an entire folder i s  
retrieved intact . Terminal digit fili ng for large case f ile series i s  
extremely compatible with this equipment . This type o f  equipment i s  
, the most economical of  all available f iling uni ts and can provide the 
answer to many f i ling problems s temming f rom rising costs , lack of  
floor space , and inefficient records retrieval. 
Shelving ·without doors is the least expensive of all filing equip­
ment , .  usually costing 3.0 per cent less than other non-motorized 
filing equipment housing an equal volume of re.cords . Shelving 
requires less f loor space than most other types of equipment . The 
absence of drawers t o  open and close saves labor. and provides much 
f 11ster access to records . Shelf f i ling equipment i s  t he only equip­
ment that allows multiple user access to the file.  Because of  its  
size and s t ructure , shelving i s  generally more difficult to move than 
vertical and lateral cabinets , when i t  is disassembled. Records 
stored on shelving uni ts without doors are more susceptible to fire 
and water damage. Shelving does not provide controlled access to the 
records to the extent of closed equipment . 
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VERTICAL MECHANIZED EQUIPMENT SHELF FILE EQUIPMENT 
D .  _MECHANIZED FILING EQUIPMENT : Mechanized filing equipment i s  a f orm 'of  automated f iling equipment i n  which records are a ccessed by  mecha­
nical means. Mechanized f iles are different from most conventional 
filing equipment in t hat  the f i le is brought to the operator mechani­
cally rather than the operator going to the f ile. Mechani zed f iles 
are available in two basic  vertical and horizontal configurations . 
They are available in the letter or legal-sized trays for various 
sized cards and o ther records . The cost of this equipment varies 
greatly both for equipment and f loor space , with compatible shelving 
being the least expensive and vertical power f iles the most e xpen­
sive. However ,  any mechanized equipment is usually more . expensive 
than non-mechani zed and should be carefully evaluated before being 
recommended. 
Compactable ·mechanized shelving ( s ee next page) consists of modules ·  
of shelving which are p laced on tracks , allowing a range of  shelving 
to be opened for filing and retrieving records. Records are 
retrieved by the operator going t o  a range of shelv.ing and pressing a 
selector button. The range automatically opens , creating an aisle•  
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n te arrangements that are compatible with regular she l f  f i ling are 
e1.1 H 1. l.y . adapted to thi.s equ i pment . Th1 s saml.:� s t y l e  o f  equ1 pml� n t  iA 
nvt1 I l a h l e tn th(� mH nua l  con f lg u ra t l. o n .  I t. 1 H  t he s a nH:.• I n  a t l  
reHpectH e xcc-�pt that t h e  H e a r eher puHheH L hl' she l v i ng u n l t H  n pa r l  
manual ly t o  c re a t e  the ai s l e .  
While compactable shelving i s  the least expensive mechanized f l l  ing 
equipment , it i s  still two t imes as expensive as fixed s helving of 
the same capacity . Despite the s avings i n  f l oor space , it  requires 
up to 1 5  years of use to recover the difference in original equipment 
expenditures between compactable shelves and f ixed.  
Selection of Equipment 
There are many considerations 
equipment . There is no one " best "  
operation s hould determine the type. 
involved in the selection of filing 
type of e quipment ;  each f i ling system or  
The most important consideration is access .  Since records are  f i led so  
that they can be referenced,  retrieval of  the information should be a f oremost 
cons ideration. The records should be as open as possible , located near the 
users , and have the potential to be used by several people s imultaneously. 
Securlty is another consideration in acquiring equipment . With the 
exception of shelving without doors , all of t he basic equipment described can 
be equipped with locks to provide controlled access .  Most locks on f iling 
equi pment can be readily opened with a paper clip or nai l f ile , and master 
keys are available which will open practically aU locks made by one 
manufa-cturer. 
In considering the long-range e f fec t ,  an  officeholder must take into 
account the anticipated growth of the f ile . All too often , the easiest 
soluti.on to the equipment problem is to add another piece of equipment which 
become the established pattern. Of ten the proper solution is something other 
than additional equipment . 
A fi�al consideration in the selection of any equipment is the cos t .  
Every e ffort must  be made �o  restrict equipment purchases t o  those situations 
where record-keeping e f f i ciency has been effected , and there is still  an 
unquestioned need f or addit ional equipment . 
Acquisition of Equipment 
When a need f or addit iopal equipment arises , the municipality should f i rst 
make sure that the need is �enuine . ln too many cases , equipment needs can be 
met by more e f f icient and e f f ective use of equipment already in the off ice . 
The administrator should always check to see i f :  
1 .  Inactive records are stored i n  f i ling equipment; 
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them. 
2 .  Equipment i s  used to s tore office supplies : 
tions , or other non-records material ; 
_:,. · .. ). ·-·��i1�W11{�/;YJ�h·:·., 
.• .:,··:, �·::, \•1'," .• ,._, . 
blank forms , ptiblica� 
3 .  Drawers or shelves i n  the exist ing equipment are not 3/4 full; 
4. Record material e l igible for des truct ion is being retained i h  
equipment; and 
5 .  Re cords have not been s cheduled. 
If any of the above conditions exi s t ,  action should be taken to correct 
If the office is efficiently utilizing i ts equipment and there is still  a 
need for more , the administ rator should next try to  locate the equipment 
within the organization or other municipal offices . If the required equipment 
is  located , but is  not servicable , action should be taken to  have the 
designated equipment repaired or recondit ioned. If there is a need for 
addi t ional equipment , ·the next step may be to check with the Tennessee 
Department of General s·e rvice - Surplus Property . If current equipment i s  
properly utilized and no equipment available , new equipment should be ordered 
through proper purchasing procedure s .  
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CONCLUSION 
The muni cipa l office and the records s y s t e m  i t  u s e s  a re changing rapid l y 
as ma ny new product s ,  methods, and informat ion needs make pas t  and current 
operat ions obsole t e. At the same t ime, i. n  inany w a ys, the off ice remains t he 
same. Municipalities, more t h an e ver, are the focus of information proces s es ,  
and the need for a well-de veloped rec ords keepin g system has never been 
grea ter. 
Offices are built upon syst ems that e v olve d from cert ain informat ion 
needs, such as the needs t o  record, duplicate, index, sort, c ompu t e ,  file, 
ret rieve, t ransmi t ,  and dest roy informat ion. It is with the cy cle of records 
management that municipal administ rat ors, from all depart ments, nee d t o  
familiarize themselves. This manual should b e  used as a b asic guide, but is 
b y  n o  means exhaust ive t o  the count less syst e ms in use t oday . 
Records are n o  longer c onside red as isolate pieces of paper b u t  rather a s  
Integrated and vital units of information that fit into the scheme of the 
daily rou t ine of a city rec order of finance officer; the burden of respon­
sibilit y falls on e ach employe e  t o  b e c ome e ducat e d  in rec ords managemen t . 
As technology advances, control of records probably wil l become more 
aut otna t e d. Documents wil l c on t inue t o  e xist in various forms such as hard 
copy, microforms, or in electronic form in c ompu t e r  files. As municipal 
gove rnments are bec oming more and more responsible for t heir actions, it is 
ext remely import ant that rec ords are c lear, c oncise , and accessib le for 
g ove rnmental action. 
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APPENDIX A 
TENNESSEE CODE ANNOTATED 
Chapter 7 - Public Records 
Part 3 - Public Records Commission 
10-7-30 1 .  Definitions . 
(a)  " Section" and " Di vision" shall mean the records management division of the 
department of general services. 
(b)  "Public record(s ) "  or "s tate record(s ) "  shall mean all documents , papers , 
letters , maps , books , photographs , microfi lms , electronic data processing 
files and output , f ilms , sound recordings , or other material regardless of 
physical form or characteristics made or received pursuant to law or ordinance 
or in connection with the transaction of official business by any governmental 
agency. 
( c )  "Permanent records" shall mean those records which have permanent adminis­
trative ,  fiscal , historical,  or legal value. 
(d)  "Temporary records " shall mean material which can be disposed of in a 
short period of time as being without value in  dor.umenting the functions of an 
agency. Temporary records wil l  be s cheduled for disposal by requesting appro­
val from the public records commission ,  utilizing a records disposition 
authorization. 
( e )  "Working papers" shall mean those records created to serve as input for 
final reporting document s ,  including electronic data processed records , and/or 
computer output microfilm, and those records which become obsolete i mmediately 
after agency use or publi cation. . 
( f )  "Agency" shall mean any department , division, board, bureau , commission, or 
other separate uni t of government created or established by the const itution , 
by law or pursuant to law ,  including the legislative and j udicial branche s .  
(g)  "Disposition" shall mean preservation of the original records in  whole or 
in part,  preservation by photographic or other reproduction processes , or 
outright destruction of the records. 
(h) "Records creation" shall mean the recording of information on paper , 
printed' forms , punched cards , tape, disk, or any information transmi tting 
media. ' It shall include preparation of forms , reports,  s tate pubfications , 
and correspondence. 
, ( i )  "Records management" shall mean the application of management techniques to  
the creation, utilization, maintenance , retention, preservation, and disposal 
of records in order to reduce costs and improve efficiency of record-keeping·. · 
It shall include records retention s chedule development , essential records 
protection, files management and information retrieval s yst ems , microfilm 
information systems , correspondence a·nd word processing management , records 
center , forms management , analysis and design, and reports and publications 
management . 
(j ) "Records officer" shall mean an individual designated by an agency head to  
assume responsibility f or implementation of  the agency 's  records management 
program. 
(k) "Essential records" shall mean any 
tion or continuation of operations , 
public records essential to  the resump­
to the re-creation of t he legal and 
7 1  
f 1. n n n c t 11 l  Atatus o f  g o v e r nment in t he s tate or t o  the p r o t e c t ion and 
f u 1 f 1 l lm1.• 1 1 t  of o h l l g a t l o n H  to c 1 L l ze n H  of the H t a t e .  
( l )  " Kecord B  d i H po H i. t l o n  a u t ho r l z H t l o n "  H ha l l  mean the o f r l c i ;i l  dol' llll\t�n t 
ut 1 1  t z ed hy an a g e n c y  head t o  reques t  a u t ho r i t y  for the d 1. H por.; t t lon o f  
records . The puhl l c  rec o rds comm.tssi.on sha l l  d e t e rmlne a nd o rder the proper 
dl.spos l t i on of state records through the approval of records dispos i t ion 
au tho ri zat ions . 
(m) " Records of archival value" shall mean any public record which may promote 
or contribute toward the preservation and understanding of historical, 
cul t ural, or natural resources of the State of Tennessee . lAc ts 1974  (Ad j .  
s . ) ,  ch . 7 39 ,  § I ;  197 5 ,  ch. 286, § 2 ;  1978 ( Ad j .  s . ) ,  ch. 544, § 3 ;  T . C .A.,  
15-40 1 ;  Ac ts 198 1 ,  ch . 364,  § 3 ;  1984 , ch. 8 9 1 ,  § l ;  1984,  ch. 947,  § I ] .  
10-7-302. Public Records commission crested - Duties . 
A public records commission is hereby created to cons ist  of the s tate 
t reasurer, the comptroller of the t reasury, the secretary of state, the 
director of legal services f or the general assembly, and the commissioner of 
general services as permanent members, any o f  whom may designate a deputy with 
a vote as his agent to represent him, the president of the Tennessee histori­
cal society as a nonvoting member, and, when required, one ( 1 ) temporary and 
nonvoting member as provided in 1 0-7-303. It shall be the duty o f  the 
commi.ssion to determine and o rder proper disposit ion of s tate records . The 
comml.ssion shall direct the department of general services to initiate, 
through the records management division, by regulatlon or otherwise, any 
action it may consider necessary to accomplish more efficient control and 
regu lat I on of records holdings and management :Ln any agency , Such rules and 
regulations may authorize centralized microf ilming f or all departments, etc . ,  
o r  provide for other methods o f  reproduction f or the more efficient disposi­
t ion of s tate records . The commission shall e lect its chairman and shall meet 
not less often than twice annually . Members shall be reimbursed f or actual 
and necessary expenses when attending meet ings, and those members who do no.t 
receive a f ixed salary f rom the s tate also shall be paid a per diem of t en 
c,lollars ( $ 10 . 00 )  for each day o f  actual meetings . All reimbursement for 
t ravel expenses shall be in accordance with the provisions of the comprehen­
sive travel regulations as promulgated by the department of f inance and 
administrat'ion and approved by the a ttorney general. [Acts 1974 (Ad j . S . ), 
ch. 7 39 ,  §' 2 ;  197 5 ,  ch. 286, § 2 ;  1976 ( Adj . S . ) ,  ch . 806, § 1 ( 58 ) ;  19 7 7 ,  ch. 
89 , § 2 4 ;  T . C .A . ,  § 1 5-40 2 ;  Acts 1 98 1 ,  ch . 364, § 3;  1982 (Ad j .  S . ), ch. 8 1ll ,  
§ 3 ;  1 984,  ch. 7 28 ,  § 8 ] .  
10-7-303. Records management division - Creation and disposition of records . 
(a)  'rhe records management divis ion of the department of general s ervices 
shall be the primary records management agency for s tate government, and as 
such shall direct the disposition of  all records including electronic 
processed records and computer output microfilm records . 
(b)  The division shall cooperate with other agencies in the creation of 
records, forms, etc . ,  which will eventually be subject to retention and/or 
disposition scheduling. 
( c )  Whenever the head of any s t ate department, commission, board, or other 
agency shall have certified that records created by his department, either 
permanent, temporary or working papers, as defined in § 1 0-7-30 1 ,  have reached 
the end of the retention period established prior t o  the generation of such 
7 2  
records , the public records commission shall then approve or disapprove by a 
maj ority vote , the disposition of such records i n  a manner ·specified in t he 
rules and regulations of the commission and any disposition s·chedule already 
in effect may be voided or amended by a major! ty vote at any t ime by the 
commission, upon recommendation of a member of the commission, board or other 
agency , in consultation with the s taff of the records management division. 
( d )  No record or records shall be scheduled for destruction without the 
unanimous approval of the voting members of the public records commission. 
(e) Al l records concerning private or public lands shall be forever 
preserved. 
( f ) ( l )  When the development of a records management system f or legislat ive 
records or the disposition of legislative records is under consideration, the 
speaker of the senate , or his representative , the speaker of the house of 
representatives , or his representative , and the secretary of state,  or his 
representative , shall serve as temporary nonvoting members of the commission. 
The. representatives of the · speakers of the senate and the house of 
representatives need not be members of the general assembly . 
( f ) ( 2 )  When the development of a records management system for judicial 
records or the disposition of j udicial records is under consideration, t he 
attorney general, or his :'representative , and the chief j ustice of t he supreme · 
court , or his represent ad ve , shall serve as temporary nonvoting members of 
the commission. 
( g) This chapter shall apply t o  
(Adj . s . ) ,  c h .  739,  § 3 ;  1 9 7 5 ,  
1 5-403; Acts 1 9 8 1 , ch.  3 6 4 ,  § 3 ;  
legislative and j udicial record s .  
ch. 2 8 6 ,  § 2 ;  1977 ,  c h .  3 8 ,  § 2 ;  
1 984, ch. 89 1 ,  § 2 ] . 
[Acts 1 974 
T . C .A . ,  § 
10-7-304, Records officer for each department or agency - Duties . 
The head 'of each department , commission, board or agency shall designate a 
records officer , systems analyst , or records analyst ,  etc . , who shall be an 
employee at the administrative level and who shall be inst ructed to cooperate 
wi th the s taff of the records management section and the public records com­
mission i n  carrying out the purposes of this chapter.  It shall be  the duty of  
the records officer to appear before the public records commission for  the purpose 
of presenting on behalf of his department , commission, board or agency 
requests for disposition of records . [Acts 1 974 ( Ad j .  s . ) ,  ch. 739,  § 4 ;  
T . C . A . , § 1 5-404 ] . 
' 
10-7-305. Administrative officer and secretary - Duties. 
The commlssioner of general services shall be the administrative officer and 
secretary of the public records commission and act on i ts behalf and by its  
direction to make and enter into contracts and agreements with. other depart­
ments ,  agencies , boards and commissions of s tate government as t he commission 
may consider necessary , expedient or incidental to the performance of its duties 
under this chapter . [Acts 1 9 7 4 ,  ( Ad j .  S . ) ,  ch. 7 3 9 ,  § 5 ;  1 9 7 5 ,  ch. 286, § 2 ;  
T . C .A . ,  § 1 5-40 5 ;  Ac ts 1 98 1 ,  ch.  364,  § 3 ] . 
10-7-306. Rules and regulations of commission. 
The commission shall issue rules and regulations which shall include such 
cedures as may be necessary to carry out the purposes of t his chapt er . 
rules and regulations shall provide for but not be limited to:  
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Such 
( I )  Procedures for the adoption of any record to be created by any 
department , board, co1nmis sion or agency; 
( 2 )  Standards and procedures for the reproduction ' of records f or security 
and for disposal of original records ; 
( 3 )  Procedures for compi ling and submitt ing to the division lists and 
s chedules or records proposed for disposit ion; 
( I> )  Procedures for the physical destruction or other disposition of 
records . 
All rules and regulations must be approved by a majority of the voting 
members of the commission . The commissioner of general servi ces as the 
administrative officer and secretary of the commission shall sign all rules 
and regulations on behalf of t he commission .  
The rules and regulations shall be i s sued and promulgated i n  accordance 
with chapter 5 of t i t le 4 .  The commission need not f ormally meet t o  act under 
thl.s section, but may adopt any rule , regulation , procedure or disposal with 
the writ ten approval of all voting members.  [Acts  1 9 7 4  (Ad j .  S ) ,  ch.  7 3 9 ,  § 6 ;  
1 9 7 5 ,  ch. 286, § 2 ;  T .C . A . , § 1 5-406 ; Ac ts 1 9 8 1 ,  ch. 364, § 3 ] .  
10-7-30 7 .  Title to and destruction of records transferred to state archives . 
Ti t le to any record transferred to  the s tate archives is  vested i n  the state 
library and archi.ves . The s tate l ibrarian and archivist shall not destroy any 
record transferred to the state archives without advising a proper official of 
the transferring (or successor)  agency prior to  submitting a records disposi­
t ion authorizat ion to the public  records commission , requesting s uch destruc­
tion authority. Concurrence or non-concurrence of the proper official of the 
transferring (or successor) agency shall be noted on the submi tted records 
disposition authorization. If there is no successor agency , the records dispo­
sition authorization shall be signed by the s tate l ibrarian and archivist in 
lieu of the agency head. [Acts  1 9 7 8  (Ad j .  S ) , ch. 544, § 4 ;  T . C .A. , § 
1 5-407 ] .  
10-7-.108. Title to records t ransferred to section. 
Tit le to any record transferred to the sect ion ( records center)  s hall remain 
ln the agency transfe rring such records to a state records center . [Acts 1978  
(Ad j .  s . ) ,  ch.  5 4 4 ,  § 4 ;  T .C . A  • •  § 1 5-408 ] .  
Part 4 - County Public Records Commission 
10-7-40 1 .  County public records commission created - Membership. 
'£he county legislative body of each county may create within the county a 
county public records commi s s ion , which when created shall consist of a member 
of the county legislat ive body designated by a majority vote of the county 
legislative body , a member of the board o f  county commissioners of the county, 
i f  there be a board of county commissioners i n  t he county , a judge of one of 
the courts of record which holds court in the county ,  the county register of 
the county; the county historian, if there be such in the county , and a 
recognized genealogis t ,  residing within the county , i f  there be such i n  the 
county ,  who is not on a public payroll.  The j udge of the court of record 
shal l be selected and designated by a maj ority vote of all t he j udges of 
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courts of record holding court in the county and his designation as such 
member shall be entered upon the minutes of e!'ch court of record in the 
county. If there be a board of county commissioners within t he county, t he 
county commissioner t o  serve upon the commission hereby created sh.all be 
designated 'by a maj ority vote of the board of county commissioners . The 
genealogist shall be appointed by the presiding officer of the governing body 
of the county .  All t he members of the said county records commission shall' 
hold office during the terms for which they have been elected to the office by 
virtue of which the several members became members of the said county records 
comml.ssion or unt tl they are removed from such office by death , resignation, 
or otherwise , and shall be replaced upon the termination of their said terms 
or removal in the same manner i n  which the first members of said commission 
were selected. If the j udges of the courts of record which held court in such 
counties should fail for any reason within sixty ( 60) days from the establish­
ment of such county records commission to designate a member of the j udiciary 
as a member of the said county records commission or should, when t he position 
of the judiciary member of the county records commission becomes vacant , fail  
to designate a successor within sixty (60)  days then the county legislative 
body shall select a member of the judiciary holding court within t he county to 
fill such vacancy . Likewise,  i f  no member of the county records commission is 
designated by the board of county commissioners within s ixty ( 60)  days f rom 
' t he creation of the county records commission or within s ixty ( 60)  days after 
the death , resignation or other removal of the member previously designated by 
the board of county commissioners , as the case may be , t hen the courity, 
legislative body shall select the member of the board of commissioners to f ill 
the vacancy . [Acts 1959,  ch.  253,  § l ;  1965,  ch. 3 1 6 ,  § l ;  1 968 (Adj . S . ) ·, 
ch . 507, § 1 ;  1 9 7 7 ,  ch . 7 8 ,  § l ;  1 9 7 7 ,  ch.  468,  § l ;  impl.  am. Acts 1978  (Ad j .  
s . ) � ch. 934,  § §  7 , 36 ;  T . C . A . , § 1 5-501 ] .  
10-7-402. Organization of commission - Compensation - Meetings. 
The county records commission shall elect a chairman and a secretary and shall 
keep and preserve minutes of all i ts proceedings and t ransactions . Members of 
the said commission shall receive no compensation except that any member who 
,. k,· does not receive a f ixed annual salary f rom the state or the county may be 
µ· · paid a per diem of twenty-f ive dollars ( $ 25.00) for each day of actual 
meeting. Members may be reimbursed for actual necessary expenses incurred in 
attendance upon thei r dutie s .  The commission shall not meet less than t.wice 
annually . [Acts 1 959,  ch. 253,  § 9 ;  T . C . A . , § 1 5-502] . 
10-7-403. "Public records" defined. 
Public records within the county shall be construed to mean all documents ,  
papers , records , books , and books of account in all county offices , including 
but not limited to the county clerk , the county register,  the county t rustee , 
the sheriff , the county assessor , the county executive , county commissioners , 
if  any; the pleadings ' documents '  and other papers f i led with the clerks of 
all courts including the courts of record·, general sessions courts and courts 
" · of justices of the peace and the minute books and other records of a_ll s aid 
courts ; the minutes and records of the county legislat ive body; all documents ,  
·. ' papers , records , books of account and minutes of the governing body of any 
,,, ·municipal corporation within said county, or of any office or department of i'· : such municipal corporation. [Acts 1959,  ch. 253,  § 2 ;  impl.  am. Acts 1 9 78 
(Adj . s . ) ,  ch . 934,  § §  7 , 1 6 , 2 2 , 36;  T . C .A . , § 1 5-503 ] .  
>. : 
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10-7-404. Destruction of public records authorized - Conditions prerequisite 
to destruction - Records Manual .  
(a)  The said county public records commission shall 'have the right to 
authorize the destruction of any and all public records as defined in § 
10-7-403 which are required by law t o  be retained, when the same shall have 
been photocopied, photostated, filmed, microfilmed, or preserved by micropho­
tographic process ,  as hereinafter provided; provided that no record required 
by law to be permanently retained shall be destroyed without a maj ority vote 
of the county public records commission, and further that a county officer or 
judge of a court of records shall be entit led t o  prevent the destruction of 
documents , minutes , or records in his office or court . Provided, however, 
that the commission shal l not have the authority to authorize the destruction 
of any financial or other record which is determined by t he comptrol ler of the 
treasury to be required for audit purposes until the pertinent audit has been 
completed, following which dispos ition will be determined pursuant to 
procedures developed by the comptroller , provided, further , that the 
commission shal l not have the authority to authorize t he destruction of any 
other record which is otherwise required by law t o  be retained. 
( b) The county technical assi,stance service , a unit of the University of 
Tennessee ' s  Inst itute for Public Service , is authorized to compile and print 
manuals , in cooperation with the s tate library and archives , and the division 
of records management , department of f inance and administration which shall be 
used as guides by all county public records commiss ions , county offices , and 
judges of courts of records , setting out which records s hall or may be 
destroyed, and those which should not be destroyed, after photographing, 
photostating, filming, microfilming, or other microphotographic process . 
Unti l these manuals are avai labl e ,  the Tennessee county records manual 
compiled by the Tennessee s tate library and archives shall be used in lieu 
thereof.  [Acts 1 9 59 ,  ch. 2 5 3 ,  § 3 ;  1963,  ch. 3 0 1 ,  §§ 1 , 2 ;  1 96 5 ,  ch . 3 1 6, § 
2 ;  1967 , ch . 104 ,  § l ;  1 9 7 7 ,  ch. 486 , § :I. ; T .C.A. , § 1 5-504 ] . 
10-7-405. Municipal records destruction - Condition. 
No record of any municipal corporation required by law to be kept shall be 
ordered destroyed by the county records commission except with the concurrence 
of the gove�ning body of said municipality . [Acts 1 959 , ch. 253,  § 4 ;  T . C .A. , 
§ 1 5-505. ) (Emphas is added) 
10-7-406. Original records photographed in duplicate before destruction -
Stored for safekeeping - Accessible to public. 
(a) Whenever the county records commission with the consent and concurrence of 
t;he of Heers and bodies , if any , as p rescribed in § § 1 0-7-404 and 10-7-405 
shall determine to destroy the originals of any records required by law to be 
permanently kept , the said commiss ion shall cau8e said records to be photo­
graphed, microphotographed,  filmed, or microfilmed in duplicate , t he p rocess 
therefore to be such as will result in permanent records of quality at least 
as good as is prescribed by the minimum standard of quality for permanent 
photographic records made and established by the bureau of standards of the 
United States government . Where a marginal release or other information on  
old record has failed or  has been obliterated to  a degree that it  is 
impossible to photograph, the s ame may be verified on the margin by the 
register before microfilming. One ( 1 )  copy of such reproduction shall be 
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stored for safekeeping in a place selected by the county records comm.1.ssion 
and concurred i n  by the county legis lat ive body , s'aid place to be i n  the state 
of Tennessee if  proper faci lities are available , but , if  not , t lwn i n  a place 
outside the state of Tennessee , said location to be selected with a view of 
protect ion of said records from f i re and all other hazards . The other copy of 
each document shall be kept in an office or offices i n  the county accessible 
to the public and to the several county officers and the county clerks , 
together with . the proper equipment for using, examining, exhi biting , 
projecting and enlarging the same wherever required and requested by the 
public during reasonable office hours . The records of each office may be kept 
in that off i ce ,  or i f  the county records commission shall so determine , all 
the reproduced records may be kept in one ( 1 )  central records office .  
(b)  The purpose and intent o f  this chapter i s  t o  provide for the original 
recor.ding of any and all instruments by photograph , photos tat , film, micro­
film, or other microphotographic process ,  and where any laws or parts of laws 
as set forth i n  this chapter are · i n  conflict with such purpose,  such laws or 
parts of laws to  that extent are hereby repealed. [Acts 1959,  ch. 253,  § 5 ;  
1 963, ch. 203 , § l ;  1 9 7 1 , ch. 1 54 ,  § 1 ;  1 9 7 7 ,  ch . 486, § 2 ;  i mp! . am. Acts 1978 
(Adj . S . ) ,  ch.  9 34 ,  §�  7 , " 2 2 ,  36;  T .c .A. , § 1 5-506] . 
10-7-40 7 .  Cost of s torage and reproduction of municipal records borne by 
municipality. 
If pursuant to the provisions of this chapter records of municipal corpor­
ations are reproduced municipalities shall pay the cost of such reproduction 
and the cost of s toring and exhibiting the same , and i f  the said municipal 
corporations shall desire such records to be kept in the office of the munici­
pality i t  shall bear the cost of the equipment required for examining; exhi� 
biting, and projecting the same and the enlargement and reproduction thereof , 
(Acts . 1 959 , ch. 253, § 6 ;  T.C,A . ,  § 1 5-507 J . (Emphasis added ) 
1 0-7-408 . Appropriation of fund to pay expenses . 
The county legis lative body of any county which shall create a county records 
commission shall  have the power to appropriate s uch funds as may be required 
for carrying out the purposes of this chapter but not l imited to the purchase 
or leasi ng of equipment , the equipping of an office and the payment of the 
expenses .thereof , the furnishing of secretaries and clerical help and the 
employment of expert advice and assistance . [Acts 1 959 , ch. 253,  § 7 ;  1 9b8 
(Adj . s'. ) ,  ch . 5 0 7 ,  § 2 ;  impl. am. Acts 1978 (Adj . s . ) ,  ch. 934,  § §  7 ,  36.; 
T ,C .A, , § 1 5-508 ] . 
l_0-'7-409. Charges for copies of records authorized. 
The county records commission shall have the power to es tablish charges for and 
to . collect such charges for making and furnishing or · enlarging copies of 
records . [Acts 1 959 , ch. 253, § 8 ;  T . C.A. , § 1 5-509 ] . 
10-7-410, Reproduction admissible as evidence . 
Any reproduction of any record herein authorized to  be made shall be deemed to 
be the original of the record so reproduced f or all purposes arid any facsimile 
of s uch record duly certified to  be such by the officer or clerk charged by 
law with the cus tody  thereof shall be admissible as e vidence i n  any court or 
proceeding in t his  s tate and shall have the s ame f orce and effect as would the 
original of said document or a certified copy thereof i f  made f rom the origi­
nal record, document or paper . [Acts  1 959,  ch. 253,  § 1 0 ;  T . C .A . , § 1 5-5 1 0 ] . 
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1 0-7-4 1 1 .  Rules and regulations of commission. 
Said county records commission sha l l  have the authority to promulgate reason­
able rules and regu l a t i ons pertaining to the mak� ng , f i ling , s t o rage , exhi­
bit ing and copying o f  the reproductions of records authorized by this chap t e r .  
[Ac t s  1 9 5 9 ,  ch . 25 3 ,  § 1 1 ;  T . C . A . , § 1 5-5 1 1 ] . 
10-7-4 1 2 .  Destruction of publi c  records authorized - Terminated mortgages ,  
deeds of trust ,  chattel mortgages . 
The said county records commi s s i on sha l l  have the right to authorize the 
dest ruction of any and a l l  public records as d e f ined in § 1 0-7-403 pertaining 
to a 1 1  mortgages and deeds o f  t rust on personal prope rty and cha t t e l  mort ga­
ges , the terms o f  which have expired o r  the condi tions o f  which have been 
comp l i ed with in the i r  e n t i r e t y ;  provi ded , that no such docume nt or record of 
the county regi s t e r ' s  o f f i ce sha l l  be des troyed without the consent o f  the 
county regi s t e r ,  and fur ther provided that no such mortgages and deeds of 
t rust on personal property and chat t e l  mortgages shal l be dest royed without a 
maj ority vote o f  the county records commi s s i on .  [ Ac t s  1 9 6 3 ,  ch. 304,  § l ;  
1 9 67 , ch. 1 0 5 ,  § l ;  1 9 7 7 ,  ch. 486,  § 3 ;  T . C . A . , § 1 5-5 1 2 ] . 
10-7- 4 1 3 .  Preservation of records of permanent value. 
( a )  Before any records a re d e s t royed, a f t e r  being so authorized by the county 
publ ic records commi s s i o n ,  ninety ( 9 0 )  days ' notice shal l be given to the 
s tate l i.brarian and archivis t ,  whereupon he , o r  his representat ive , shall 
examine said records approved f o r  disposal and sha l l  t ake into his possession ,  
f o r  preserva t i on i n  the s tate l ibrary and archives , any records he b e lieves t o  
be o f  value f or permanent preservation. 
( b) The county public records commission s ha l l  have the right t o  authorize t he 
lamination o f  certain original records such as wi l ls ,  wi l l  books , deeds , deed 
hooks , marriage 1 1. censes , marriage bond s ,  marriage registe rs , and other 
records whl.ch a re to be p ermane ntly p reserved . [ Ac ts 1 9 7 1 ,  ch. 2 4 2 ,  § l ;  1 9 7 7 ,  
ch . 486,  § 2 ;  T . C . A . , § 1 5- 5 1 3 ] . 
1 0-7-4 1 4 .  Transfer of records to institutions 
archives to be held for historical purposes 
maintenance of records . 
or to 
Funds 
state library and 
for transfer and 
( a ) The county public records commi ssion,  a f t e r  authorizing des t ruct ion o f  any 
publ i c ' records and a f t e r  examinat ion of these records by the s ta t e  l i brarian 
and aFchi vist or his repres e n t a t i ve in accordance with § 1 0-7-4 1 3 ,  the county 
publ i c  records commi s s i on may autho r i z e ,  by maj or i t y  vote , to p lace any docu­
ment or record which would otherwise be d e s troyed in the custody of a local or 
regional publ i c  l i brary , a l o ca l ,  regiona l ,  o r  s tate col lege l i brary , or the 
county o r  regiona l historica l  society , to be held f or hist orical purposes . 
( b) Af ter custody o f  any document or record i s  given t o  any designated insti tu­
t i o n ,  the county public records commi s s i o n ,  upon maj ority vot e ,  may t rans fer 
custody of any d o cument o r  record t o  another designated ins t i t u t ion after 
givlng one ( 1 )  month ' s  no t i ce to the i n s t itut ion original ly designated.  
Further,  upon reques t  o f  the state l i brarian and archi vi s t , t he county public 
records commis s i on may cause the transfer o f  any o f  said documents or records 
f rom a des ignated i ns t i tution to t he s t ate l i brary and a rchives . 
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( c) The county public records commission is authorized t o  expend funds 
appropriated by the governing body of the county for the purpose of trans­
ferri ng these documents and records and may also· expend funds so appropriated 
f o r  m1:1 i ntenance of th<:.�se doCnments Hncl recordB at any of the deH lgnated 
inst ltutlons. [Acts  1 9 7 7 ,  ch. 4Bb,  § 4 ;  T . C .A. , § l '>-5 1 /; j .  
Part 5 - Miscellaneous Provisions 
10-7-501 . Reproduction of state records on f ilm. 
The head of any department , commission, board, or agency of t he s tate govern­
ment may cause any or all records kept by him t o  be photographed, microphoto­
graphed or reproduced on f ilm, provided that the microfilm p roj ect has been 
evaluated and approved by the records management division of the department of 
finance and adminis t ration.  Such photographic film shall comply with the 
minimum standards of quality approved for permanent photographic records by 
the national bureau of s tandards and the device used to reproduce such records 
on f i lm shall be one which accurately reproduces the original thereof in all 
detai ls . [Acts 1 9 4 7 ,  ch . 26, § l; C. Supp. 1 950, § 255. 9 3  (Williams , § 
1 034. 80 ) ;  Acts 1 9 7 7 ,  ch. 38, § l ;  T . C .A.  ( orig, ed. ) ,  § 1 5-301 ; Acts 1 9 8 1 ,  ch. 
364, § 3 ] .  
. 
10-7-502. Photographic copy deemed original record. 
Such photographs , micr6photographs , or photographic f ilm shall be deemed t o  be 
original records for all pt,1rposes , including introduction in evidence i n  all 
courts or administrative agencies . A transcript , exemplif i cation, or 
certified copy thereof shall ,  for all purposes recited therein,  be deemed to 
be a trans cript , exemplification or certified copy of the original ; [Ac' ts· 
1947, ,  ch. 26,  § 3 ;  c .  Supp . 1 950, § 2 55 . 9 3  (Williams , § 1 0 34 . 8 2 ) ; T.C.A.  
(orig. �d. ) ,  § 1 5-303 . ] 
10-7-503. 
1985 ] . 
Records open t o  publi c  inspection - Execption [Effective July 1 ,  
All stat e ,  county and municipal records and all records maintained by the 
Tennes_see performing arts center management corporation shall at all times , 
during' business hours , be open for personal inspection by any citizen of 
'fe\).nessee , and those in charge of such records shall not refuse such right of 
inspection to any citizen, unless otherwise provided by s tate s tatutes . 
Provided, however ,  that the head of a governmental entity may promulgate rules 
in accordance with the Uniform Administ rative Procedures Act ,  compiled in 
t itle 4 ,  chapter 5 ,  t o  maintain the confidentiality of records concerning 
adoption proceedings or records required to be kept confidential by federal 
s t.atute or regulation as a condition for the receipt of federal funds or f or 
participation in a federally funded program. [fl.cts 1 9 5 7 ,  ch. 285; § l ;  
T .C . A . , § 1 5-304 ; Act s  1 98 1 ,  ch. 376,  § l ;  1 984, ch. 9 2 9 ,  § §  1 ,  3 ; ]  
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APPENDIX ll 
UNIFORM ACCOUNTING SYSTEM FOR TENNESSEE MUNICIPALIT��� 
PROCEDURES MANUAL 
(Excerpted f rom Uniform Accounting Manual for Tennessee Munici_p_�l_i_ti�s_, i ssued 
by Comptroller of'fr-easury-, St.ate of Tennessee) 
SUBJECT : 
PRINCIPLE : 
GENERAi.,: 
PROC�:DURE: 
Records Management - Introduction 
To outl ine the need f or control of records.  
A useful record is one that can be  readily located. 
1 .  Re cords control, like birth control , should start with 
p reventive measures but most often ends in chaos . For 
successful managerial control , it is  necessary to:  
a .  determine which papers t o  retain , 
b .  file frequently used i tems i n  convenient Locat ions , 
c .  restrict access to records , 
d .  periodically evaluate and improve t he operation, and 
e .  sys tematica l ly dest roy unneeded records . 
2 .  Any type of record of municipal activity kept by a 
municipal off icial is a public record. 
1 .  Create a co������ with authority to inventory and 
appraise the existing records . One person should be 
responsible for the project , and the commit tee should 
include : 
a .  the mayor , 
b .  the fiscal off icer,  
c.  the city at torney , 
d .  the heads of the Boards of Public Works , Public 
Safet y ,  and Public Utilities , 
e . the Superintendent of Schools , 
f .  a .  lawyer with a knowledge of the legal value of 
records , 
g .  
b .  
a representative o f  the state historical society , 
an accountant familiar with the financial 
accounting records . 
and 
and 
2 .  The committee should i n��°-��r:Y. all record-keeping 
equipment and all books , forms , and records on cards to 
record: 
a , the t it le and complete description of t he record, 
b. the type and capacity of the binder or s torage area , 
c .  the overall dimensions of the record, 
d .  the age and condition of the records , and 
e .  the volume and period of reference in years . 
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PROO:DUR�� : 
( continued) 
:,-:· NOTE : 
The comp Lete master .index should include c ros8-referei1c1.� 
t i t le for easy location and s hould clearly fix responsibil l tY 
for the custody of records . 
The commis sion !!P..£.1:.'!.:l,_'!_'!_l,_ also should evaluate filing system 
defects , such as : 
a .  drawer f ronts or transferred material not clearly 
labeled, 
b .  insufficient guides and broken . i ndex o r  folder tabs , 
c .  index not s tandardized or i nadequate , 
d .  no folders for loose matter ( papers filed behind 
guides ) ,  
e .  miscellaneous f olders not used, 
f .  overly bulky f olders , 
g .  duplication of files o r  folders out of place , 
h .  incomplete f i les i n  office drawers , 
i .  uneven distribution of folders by file d rawers , 
j . insufficient f lexibility i n  expansion or contraction , 
k.  charging · or signing out method not adequate , 
1 .  r!'taining material with no potent.isl future usefulness ,  
m. undue segregation of f i les , 
n .  poorly t rained f.iling s taff , . and 
o .  need of more ef fective records retention/disposal 
policy. 
3 .  Periodically redesign forms as .needed to adapt to the· 
intended purpose. Forms should fix· responsibility and 
and uniformly record and transmit information at the 
l owest cos t .  All possible uses of each form should · be ·"' 
considered along with the relationship to other forms 
used for similar purposes , evaluating: 
a .  maximum reliance on · s tock forms and st andard paper 
size and weight for economy , 
b. whether all copies are used and if copies of an 
existing or redesigned form can replace the form, 
c .  if all information on the form is currently needed 
and is allowed adequate space and in proper sequence 
for processing, 
d. use of check marks and printed information to avoid 
unnecessary wri ting ,  
e ,  i f  printed ins tructions and content and arrangement. 
are clear and understandabl e ,  
f .  prenumbering the f orm for control , and 
g .  if the f orm name a nd f orm identification number are 
printed at the top with s pace for the date and 
initials of the responsible official. 
The printer of p renumbered f orms should deliver a certificate 
showing the serial numbers of all forms delivered. The 
finance officer or his authorized representative should secure 
receipts f or forms i ssued and reconcile them periodically. 
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PURl'OSll : 
PROC\l llURE : 
Records Management - l{e tentlon Schedule 
'l'o BuggeH l:. a Hche<lo l.e for pr�tte rvat'lon a·nd d l s poH.:1 l o f  
mt1n i c i pal record s . 
The Records Control Committee should a<lopt a p lan which 
describes each class of records , f ixes respons ibility f or 
custody , indi cates where and how long a record should be 
retained, and provides f or systematic disposal at predeter­
mined t lmes . Some records are permanently valuable , others 
require reference for only a f ew years , some have a very 
short period of reference , and other records have essentially 
no reference value after comp1.etion of the transaction. 
Documents should be separated by useful life to facilitate 
automatic disposal at the end of the specified retention 
period. 
Records should be retained according to t he need for legal 
protection of materials , the available storage space , the 
number of t imes and period of reference need,  and common sense . 
Tennessee ' s  s ix-year statute of l imitations f or open a ccounts 
and ten-year s t atute of l imitations f or judgments govern the 
period after which rights cannot be enforced by legal action. 
No record which could be i nvolved in  a case of f raud should 
be destroye d ,  and no f inancial records should be destroyed 
until after aud i t .  Careful documentation is an important 
aspect of public life and public . t rus t .  
1 .  Immediately d i scarcl_ unnecessary records including obsolete 
records and non-record material, regarding the waste 
basket as one of the most valuable i tems of f iling equip­
ment . Avoid other than t emporary accumulation of periodi­
cals , circulars , and other printed material. 
2 .  Corr:.-:_Sj>_on�ce and general files should be retained in 
adequately-labeled annual f i les no l onger than needed for 
f requent reference (usually a maximum of two years af ter 
the period covered by the record ) .  Complete co)'."respon­
dence o n  i nquiries usually can be hand-writ ten marginal 
notes on the original letter and should not be retained 
after the matter has been closed. 
3.  Thi:_�� year� should be long enough . to keep bank deposit 
slips,  inventory record s ,  time t i ckets , invoices , purchase 
orders , garnishment s ,  and s imilar i tems . 
4 .  Sil<_ ��i::. retention after the applicable t ransactions is 
recommended for contracts and leases , insurance policies , 
claims records , duplicate receipts , checks , and redeemed 
bond . and interest coupons . 
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RETENTION 
SCHEOU!.E 
PROCEDURE : 
( continued) 
5 .  Tef! �'!!:. retention is recomm.,,nded for accounts receivable 
and stores ledgers , cost records and journal vouchers , 
subsidiary revenue or expendit,ure ledgers , and voucher or 
check registers . 
6 .  Pe�"!.".!!_�nt preservation and consideration of microfilming 
usually is recommended for:  
a.  audit and f inancial reports , 
b.  bond and interest ledgers , 
c .  certification of bonds and interest coupons dest royed , 
d .  charts of accounts and procedure manuals , 
e .  deeds and other t itle papers , 
f .  employee earnings records , 
g .  fixed asset records , 
h .  general ledgers and cash j ournals ,  
i .  investment security or trust records , 
j .  special assessment ledgers , and 
k .  t ax rolls and other legal , s tatistica l ,  accounting, 
and special report s .  
7 .  P��!_o_'!_:!,_c:_ eval_11_11_t:.!.°-.'! of the records management plan 
should be undertaken -- experimenting with shorter reten­
tion periods and constantly keeping in mind the fire 
hazard , space cos t ,  and excessive labor handling costs 
involved i n  unnecessary retention of records . 
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SUBJECT: 
PURPOSE : 
PROCl>llURg : 
Records Management - Filing 
To out.line suggestions for establis
.
hlng orderly · f i ling 
procedures . 
1 .  Ir_o_l!_l,_<!_e_ adeq_o_�\e_ �o_i...JZ!l)_e_l!_1;_ and . space for s afe  s torage with 
f iles , shelving, bookracks , and vault$ f or the material to 
be s tored. Points to be c·onsidered in evaluating equipment 
include: 
a. duplication equipment to produce copies needed , 
b .  burglary protection, and 
c .  f ire protection rating o f  .the equipment and vaults . 
2. Re_�t:_"._i ct:_ access to important records . 
3 .  Place I_efe_renc_e_ !!'_'!_t_e_"._:i,_'!_l_ i n  the mos t accessible location 
convenient to users . 
4 .  Place oth�"._ �e_ci'!_li�e_<!. f ile_s_ at the most convenient 
location for maximum usefulness .  Unpaid invoices , 
especially those offering a purchase discount , are f iled by 
date of payment i n  a separate tickler · date file and are 
· transferred to a f ile by check number after payment . 
5 .  In<!_e_� or underscore the filing title for consistent 
classification, using captions which make sense to the 
personnel. The purpose of the record and how and why i t  
i s  used are important factors.  Records located by 
reference to:  
a .  name - should be f iled by name, 
b. subj ect or topic - should be class ified according to 
a predetermined list  of major subj ects , 
c .  number - should be kept i n  numeri cal order , 
d .  date - should be f iled chronologically . 
Whatever method is  use,  i t  should be: 
a.  logical and s impl e ,  with a natural sequence o f  self­
explanatory f il i ng captions adapted to the t ype and 
amount of material to be f iled, 
b .  flexible , to  allow f o r  necessary expansion . 
The index should be maintained alphabetically i n  dictionary 
orde r ,  f iling by the surname f o r  individuals , by f i rst 
name for organizations , and by the f irst portion of the 
main topic f or subject f iles . Abbreviations and numbers 
also are considered as being written out in  ful l .  Units of 
the federal government are indexed under "United States 
Government" and then progressively by the name . of the 
principal subdivisions . 
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REFERENCE: 
6 .  Cross-reference multiple headings , marking the most likely 
subJect--heading on the records and alternative headings on 
card s .  
7 .  Co"!Q_.l,_�t_� £.l!!_1:.e_1:!_t_ .'!_�t}_q_\l on each document before f iling. 
The material to be f iled should be kept in a clearly 
labeled, accessible desk tray . Extra carbon copies and 
other records which have served their full purpose should 
be e liminated at this point . 
8 .  Fi_!_i_1!&_ should be a daily routine to sort , index, repair 
( i f  torn) and file.  Since the papers most frequent ly 
needed are those most recently received ,  
a .  the documents should be placed in the folder in 
chronological order with the most recent paper in 
f ront , 
b . papers should be f iled alphabetically i n  a miscella­
neous folder under each letter until an individual 
folder is needed, 
c. when a folder contains more than fifty papers , a 
s,econd individual folder should, be. prepared, 
d .  while f iling, the folder should be lifted a bout half 
way out of the drawer to avoid placing papers between 
f olders , and 
e . about four inches of working space should be left  in 
each f ile drawer for efficient f i ling. 
9. Finding records should be routine. In searching for 
incorrectly filed i tems , check the folders immediately 
preceding and immediately following the correct one . 
Similar names and numbers should be investigated. It has 
been estimated that the average cost of each misfiled 
document is $ 60 . 00. 
10.  Adopt a !:_har-_g_�out_ �t_�ll!, using heavy paper s tock or cards 
which: 
a .  protrude above other records , 
b .  identify the records removed ,  and 
1 1 .  Storage of !_I!_�c_t_lye �cords should be an automatic process . 
At the end of each fiscal year new current f iles are 
opened , and old files are moved intact to inactive storage . 
The same procedure is fol lowed at the end of each sue- · 
ceeding year until, the oldest material reaches the discard 
date .  Before f inal disposal , any material relating t o  
court disputes should b e  placed i n  current f iles . 
1 2 .  Restore damag_<i_<! �rmanent �r-__ds to usable condition, i f  
possible , and describe i n  detail a l l  records destroyed o r  
badly damaged with certification o f  loss by t he custodian . '  
U . S .  General Services Administration 
Recq_rd� Manageme'!_t_ Han<!�oo�;_ Fi!_e_� 2£..�i:_�t_ion, 1964.  
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so11.1 gcT : Recprds Management - Disposal 
To formulate procedures for tl>e systematic dispoSii l of 
unnecessary records . 
l .  �'!.t..'?.!'!_atical� _c:_arry out' the established records disposal 
schedule . Destroy each type of record a t  the predeter­
mined date but make a notation at that t ime of what has 
been disposed of , how and where, and the legal authority 
for disposition ( retaining for reference a sample of forms 
destroyed ) .  Such records of disposition are valuable as 
legal evidence of the lack of availability of primary 
record s .  
2 .  Transfer records o f  his..t:_�ric�l significance to the autho­
rized custodian after a minimum useful retention period 
and after contacting the St ate Library and Archives 
Commission. 
3. Obtain £E.."."!.�t_!_�1� certifications from banks or other 
designated authorities for all bonds and coupons 
destroyed,  after retention for the designated period . 
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APPENDIX C 
GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
Access , The avai La bi lity of or the permission to consult records , 
archives , or manuscripts.  
Active Files . Re cords in current use , usually by the creating or accumu­
lating agency in its own space , They are referred to f requently by that 
agency to conduct its current business .  
Aperture Card. A tabulating card with a rectangular opening s pecifically 
prepared for the mounting of a f rame of microfilm. 
�praisal. The process of determining the value and thus the disposition 
of records based upon their administrative and other uses , their evidential 
and informational or research value , their arrangement , and the relationship to 
other records . 
Archives . An area utilized f or the permanent storage of valuable records 
and documents for the benefit of s cholars and posterit y .  
Arrangement . The placement of records in order,  in groups , so as to 
reflect an appropriate logic and the provision of corresponding guideposts to' 
control· them and to facilitate finding them. 
Card File . An orderly arrangement of selected items of information 
recorded on separate cards . 
Case File . Records , kept togethe r ,  dealing with a particular t ransaction 
or with closely related t ransactions . 
Central Files . The file of several offi�.es or organizational uni ts 
physically and/or functionally centralized and supervised in one location . 
Ch;rge Out . The procedure of recording material loaned out of the f iles . 
Classification List , 
within the f i l e .  
A l i s t  o f  subjects in their order of arrangement 
f2.I!x.• A reproduction of the contents of an original document , prepared 
simultaneous ly or separately , usually identified by function or by method o f . 
creation. Copies identi fied by function may include action copy , comeback 
copy , file or record copy , information or reference copy , and off icial copy . 
Copies identified by method of creation include carbon copy , mimeograph copy , 
ribbon copy , and electrostatic copy . 
Cubic Foot . The measurement used for s toring records , archives , and 
manuscripts it is that volume of records which fills a space one foot high by 
one foot wide by one foot long. 
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Crose Reference . A notation in a f i le or on a list  �howing that a record 
has been s tored elsewhere . 
Current Files Area ( CFA) . Th.e designated ·area, usually the working 
office, where records in f requent use are maintained. In addition to records 
being accumulated in the present yea r ,  accumulations of the series cut off in 
previous years may also be found in this are a .  
Cut_-2!!. To discontinue , at  specif ied intervals , placing f i les in 
exi.sting f olders . All new material is  placed in a new set of f olders . The 
purpose of cutting off  f i le s  is to remove them f rom the .Current Files Area as 
soon as possible and t ransfer them to a low-cost s torage area. The cut-off is  
stipulated in the records retention s chedule and usually takes place annually 
at the end of the calendar year . 
Disposition. ( 1 )  Determination whether records shall be retained,  t rans-
ferred , or disposed o f .  ( 2 )  The action taken upon the making of such a 
determination. 
Files . A collective term usually applied t o  all  r ecords of an office or 
agency . 
Filing System. A plan f or organizing and identifying records so they can 
be found quickly when needed. 
Fiscal Year. ( 1 )  A twelve-month period usually beginning July 1 and 
ending .June 30. ( 2 )  A cut-off period when records are t ransferred. 
Guide . ---·-
dl.vide the 
A tab, placed on a heavy wel.ght card with a heading used to sub­
contents of a drawe r ;  helpful in f i ling and locat ing records . 
Microfiche. Miniaturized images arranged in rows that f orm a grid pat tern 
on cardsize transparent sheet film. 
MicrofJ.lm. A negative or posi tive microphotograph on f i lm. 
usually applied to a sheet of f ilm or t o  a long s trip o r  roll of 
1 6mm, 35mm, 70mm, or 105mm in width and on which there is  
microphotographs . 
The t erm is 
f ilm that is  
a series of  
Microform. A generic term . describing any miniaturized form containing 
microirnages 0 e . g . , rnicrofiscpe , aperture card, microfilm, and s imilar media. 
Misfile . ( 1 )  To p lace a record under the wrong f ile designation or in a 
wrong f ile sequence or position. ( 2 )  A record f iled under an incorrect f ile 
d<?s ignation or in improper s�quence or position. 
!'.!.!_ntout . A computer liwting of information on paper.  
Public Records. ( l )  In general usage , records accumulated by government 
agencies . ( 2 )  Records open to public inspection by law or custom. 
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Reader .  Device for viewing an enlarged microimage with the unaided eye�·'· 
Records . Al l  document s ,  papers , books ( except books i n  formal ly-organized' 
libraries ) ,  maps , drawings , cards , charts , letters , photographs , microfilm, 
magne tic tape , or a copy or p rintout thereof and other materials regardless of 
physical form or characteristics made or recei ved purs.uant to law or ordinance·· 
or in performance of functions by an agency. 
· ' ·  
Records Cycle . 
to its final use. 
and disposal. 
The steps that a record passes through f rom i ts creation 
The s teps ar.e creation , use , s torage, retention, t ransfer , 
Records Disposition Officer. The agency official responsible for opera­
tion of an agency-wide records disposi tion program. 
Records Management . That area of general administrative management 
concerned with achieving economy and efficiency in the creation , use and 
mai ntenance , and disposition of records , and assuring that needless records 
will not be created or kept and that valuable records will be preserved . 
Records Retention Schedule.  ( 1 )  The disposition instructions for  stipu­
lated accumulations of a file series . ( 2 )  A compilation, i n  catalog f ormat , 
list ing all records and their approved disposition within the organization. 
Reference Analysis . A breakdown of the number of t imes within a given 
period that a specific file or collection of i tems is used. 
Relative Index. An alphabetical listing of subj ects in the file indexing. 
those subj ects to their correct classification and location within the fi ling 
arrangement . 
Retention Period . The time period for particular records to be kep t .  
Retrieval.  The technique of searching documents' collection to recover 
s pecific documents or i nformation. 
' 
Scheduling. The determination of what will happen to a record series . A 
retent'ion s chedule is a t ime table s tating how long the series will be kept , 
when i t  will be moved to a holding area, records center , or archives , and i t s  
ultimate d isposition. Retention schedules ensure the orderly movement of 
records f rom high-cost office areas t o  low-cost storage areas and control over 
the record-keeping process . 
Subject Files . Records arranged and indexed by their int rinsic content , 
rather than addresses , dates , or other characteristics.  
Vital Record . Any record vital t o  the resumption and/or continuation o f  
operations , t o  the re-creation o f  the legal and financial status of government 
in the state , or t o  the protection · and f ulfillment of obligat.ions t o  the 
citizens of the s tate. 
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APPENl>IX D 
RULES OF ALPHABETICAL FILING 
Personal Names 
A.  Names of individuals are transposed for filing purposes : Last name 
(surname ) ;  first name (given name ) or initial; middle name or initial . 
Example : Ro.bert H .  Harris filed Harris,  Robert H .  
B .  Prefixes o n  surnames ( D ' , d ' ,  del , L ' ,  M ' ,  Mac , Mc, St . ,  Van and o thers)  
are considered inseparable parts of the surname and will be filed as 
through written as one . M ' , Mac ,  Mc are f iled in strict alphabetical 
sequence . 
Example :  Benny MacDonald 
Joan McCall 
Howard Van ,.byke 
fi led Mac�on���. Benny 
McG_?_l_�, Joan 
'il_�ll__l5-�e:_, Howard 
C ,  Hyphenated surnames of individuals are filed as one complete surname . 
l':xample : John Taylor-White - filed �1c�r:_-:_w_�i_t_e:_, John 
D ,  Undetermined surnames will be f iled a s  they are written when it  i s  not 
possible to determine the surname . 
Example : Henry George 
E. Married women ' s  names . The legal name will be used and the husband ' s  
name , i f  known, will be cross-referenced. (The legal name consists of 
first name , maiden surname and the husband ' s  surname (Ann Jones Higgins ) 
or her first name , middle name , and the husband ' s  surname (Ann Marie 
Higgins ) .  
E.xample :  Ann Jones Higgins fi led !!!.gg_ins , Ann Jones (Mrs . )  
(Mrs . James Jl . )  
Cross Reference Hi_g_&_�ll_�, James E .  (Mrs . )  
filed !!_:i,.g_g_�ll_�, Ann Jones (Mrs . )  
F .  Abbreviated first names are f iled as though they were spelled i n  full . 
Example : Chas . Jones filed Jones , Char1c"..'!.. 
G .  Nicknames fol lowed by recognizable surnames are f iled under the surname 
and the nickname is used as the first name. Nicknames with no recogni­
zable surnames are f iled as they are written. 
Example: Red Jackson 
Boston Jimmy -
filed Jac_���ll_, Red 
Bo_s_t_o_ll_, Jimmy 
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H .  Ti tles or degrees of individuals , whether preceding or following the sur­
names , are placed i n  parentheses following the name and disregarded i n  
f iling ( courtesy t i t les : Mr. , Madam; officia·l titles : Governor, Mayor; 
profess.tonal t i t l e :  Dr . ,  Prof . ;  ti tles of respect : Reverend, Honorable . )  
Ti t les fol lowed by one o r  more names not recognizable as surnames a r e  
filed in order as written. 
Example : Dr . Henry G .  Wil liams - f iled Williams , Henry G. ( Dr:_. ) 
Father James - f iles Fa_t:_l�_<i_r:. James 
I .  Abbrev.lated designations such as Sr . ,  Jr. , appearing as part of a name a re 
disregarded in f. iling but are show i n  parentheses f ollowing the name . 
Example:  A .  William Corbett , Jr. - f iled Corbett , A. William (Jr:_. ) 
Firms , Institutions, Government , and Geographical Names 
A .  Coined names of f i rms , i ncluding t rade names composed of separate letters 
or a s ingle word, are· f iled as written, except when they embody the full 
names of individuals . 
B .  
Example:  AAA Chemical Co . - f i led AAA Chemical Company 
Aunt Jemina '. s  Pancake FloW:--- f iled � Jemina' s Pancake Flour 
Surnames 
embodied 
name or 
written. 
are used f or f i ling when the full na1ne of an individual is 
in a f irm or organization name : surname f irst , with the f irst 
initial immediately fol lowing and the baliince of the name as 
Rules for personal names app l y .  
Example: Richard A. Miller & Company - f iled !i���"-'-• Richard A. ( & )  
Company 
c .  Prefixes on f irm and geographical names such as D ' , d ,  Mac ,  M c ,  O ' ,  and 
Van are considered inseparable parts of the names and will be filed as 
though written as one word. 
Example:  De la Verne Company 
LaGrange , GA. 
f i led �'=-�8-c_'{_El_rn�- Company f iled LaGrang_El_, Georgia 
D .  Hyphenated firm names are f iled a s  one complete name . 
Example: Av-E-Ator Hang Glider Company - f iled Av-E_-:-At_�r:. Hang Glider 
Company 
B .  Compound names which may be s pelled either as one or two words are f i led 
as one word. This rule must be restricted to a few f requently occuring 
words such as Inter State,  Mid Wes t ,  South Eastern, South Side . 
Example: Inter State Warehousing Co . - f iled l'!_t:_e_r_-:_S_t_a_t:_e_ Warehousing Co. 
Y l  
F .  Compound geographical f i rm names are fi led as wri tten. Abbrevl.at ionB are 
f iled as though s pelled in f u l l .  
Example: Ft . Benning Military Reservation - f iled Fort Benning .Military 
Reservation 
G. Abbreviations representing names or parts of names of government agencies 
or locations are f i led as though spelled in full . 
Example : Lt .-Gov . - f iled Lieutenant-Governor �---�-----�-----
w .  Peachtree St reet - f iled West Peachtree Street 
H. Ar ticles , conj unctions or preposit ions such as "the ,  and, for , "  or " by" 
are disregarded in filing when they are part of the agency name and is 
enclosed in parentheses . 
Example:  The Attorney General - f i led Attorney General , (Th�) 
I .  State, county ,  city,  town or a s imilar word is f iled as written when 
appearing as the f irs·i: word of  the name of the firm,  institution, etc, , 
and not referring to a government establishment . 
J .  Numerals of one or two digits which comprise 
tens and are f i led as though spelled out . 
digits i s  read in  hundreds . 
a name are read in units and 
A name with three or four 
Example : 47 Trinity Avenue 
330 Capitol Avenue -
filed Fo_r:_t;y_:-j3_�v_�ll_ Trinity Avenue 
filed T�ree _�·.�11_<!_r:_�<!__t:_l!_i_r:_i;y Capitol Avenue 
K. Firm names beginning with such phrases as Board of , Bureau of , or 
Commission for, which do not refer to  any state function, are as f iled as 
written. 
Example:  Bureau of  Religious Training f iled Bur:_���--°-� Religious Training 
L. Ch'\nge of f irm name due to successorship should be fi led under the 
current firm name and a cross-reference made under the f ormer name . 
Example : Harris Equipment CcJ . formerly Lawrence Supplies - f iled 
Har:_i:_i_s_ Equipment Co . ( f ormerly Lawrence Supplies) 
Cross-reference : Law_r:_�nce Supplies - f iled Harris Equipment Co . 
M .  Multiple names : Firms doing business under two titles are f iled under the 
more active or important name and a cross-reference is made u.nder the 
other name . This includes f irms " doing business as , "  written "d/b/ a . "  
lfaample: Harry Jackson doing business as Harry ' s  Print Shop - f iled Har:_r_l. 
Print Shop 
Cross-reference : Ja�kso_n_, Harry d/b/a/ Harry ' s  Print Shop 
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N.  Partnership and firm names , which contain the full names of two or more 
individuals , are filed by the name of the first individual mentioned. 
i':xample : .James Green & Adam Hall - f i led �r-�e_n_, James ( &  Adam Hal l )  
o .  Various locations : The same agency appearing at various locations i s  
fi led b y  name o f  agency and then b y  city. 
Example : Department of Human Resource s :  Employees Health Service , 
Atlanta Ga . Retardation Ctr. 
Chamblee 
P .  State department names : Agencies of s tate government are f i led by name in 
alphabet ical name file.  
Q . 
R .  
Example: Henry Grady Memorial Hospital - f iled Gr'!_qy_, Henry Memorial 
Hospital 
Governmental subdivisions : Subdivisions of s tate , county , or municipal 
governments ,  such as departments , boards , commissions , etc. , are entered 
after the name of the s tate , city , or county and are filed as the second 
and third units . 
Example : Touris t  Division, Georgia Dept . of Community Development 
filed Community Development , Georgia Dept.  (of)  T��ri"-�-�i_visi_� 
Subsidiaries or divisions : Firms having subsidiaries or divisions may be 
ff.led either by name of the parent organization or by name of divisions . 
Whichever form is  adopted should be followed consistently . Affiliations 
should be cross-referenced under either method. 
Example : Truscon Steel Co . Division of Republic  Steel Corp. - fi led 
Republic  Steel Corporation, Truscon Steel Co . Division 
Banks , boards of trade , newspapers , e tc. : Since the names of many bank s ,  
boards o f  ,trade,  chambers o f  commerce , and newspapers are alike , the city 
is the identifying word. They are therefore f i led by location: city 
first , the s tate in parentheses , fol lowed by the name of the bank, boa·rd 
of t rade , etc.  
Example : Board of Trade , Chicago , Ill .  - f i led Chicago, ( Il l . ) Board of 
Trade . 
Federal department names : 
thereof are filed by name 
· parent organization. 
Federal government departments and subdivisions · 
i n  the alphabetical name f i l e ,  disregarding the 
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Examp le: Bureau of  Budget - f iled Budg�, Bureau (of)  
U . S .  Coast Guard - f iled Coast. Guard (U . S . )  
Of fice of Emergency Management--:::- fil-ed Em.!"_rJl_e}l_C.Y_ Management 
Office ( o f )  
Great Lakes Naval Training Station - filed Great Lakes Naval 
Training Station 
Executive Of f ice of the President - f iled President , Executive 
offi�e-(;;f-the) 
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